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Introduction

Introduction
The Creative Curriculum® Home Visitor’s Guide for Distance Learning 
is designed for professionals who conduct home visits with young 
children and their families in a distance-learning setting. This 
Guide shows you how you can use The Creative Curriculum® Daily 
Resources and the ReadyRosie™ program with families during 
home visits when in-person interactions are limited. This guidance 
helps you tailor the experiences that you offer during home visits 
to meet the needs of each child in your group, explains how to use 
The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ resources with families, 
and offers practical strategies that support you in your work to build 
partnerships with families.

When families feel respected and valued as their child’s foremost 
and most important teacher, your partnership with them can help 
deepen their understanding of how they can meet the needs of their 
young children. 

Partnering with families is an essential component of both The 
Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™. The resources in these 
programs all help engage children and their families in meaningful 
experiences that promote children’s knowledge, skills, and abilities 
in every area of development and learning. Developmentally 
appropriate practice, together with play- and inquiry-based learning, 
informs every resource available in The Creative Curriculum® and 
ReadyRosie™.
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Introduction

Overview of This Guide
The purpose of this Guide is to help you use The Creative Curriculum® 
and ReadyRosie™ resources to support your work with children and 
their families during home visits. The Guide contains the following 
chapters and resources. 

Home Visiting Basics
As a home visitor, you have a unique opportunity to make a difference 
in the lives of families with young children. By working directly with 
family members in their homes, you help them understand their child’s 
development and help them build the skills they need to effectively care 
for and teach their children. This chapter describes your role as a home 
visitor, offers general guidelines for conducting home visits, and suggests 
ways you can use different resources from The Creative Curriculum® and 
ReadyRosie™ to provide a structure for repeated meetings. 

Building Relationships With Families
High-quality early childhood programs and family support programs 
depend on program staff building strong partnerships with families. 
Families will be much more receptive to learning from you, sharing 
information with you, and trying new ideas and resources if you have 
established a relationship with them that is based on trust and mutual 
respect. This chapter describes the importance of getting to know 
families and their unique life experiences. It discusses the importance of 
respecting families as experts on their children. Effective communication 
techniques are also described, including asking the right questions, 
being a good listener, and resolving conflicts. 

Supporting Children’s Relationships With Their Families
One of your most important roles as a home visitor is to support the 
relationships between family members and the child. The Creative 
Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ feature tools that can help families 
spend purposeful time playing with their children and supporting 
their development. Repeated, nurturing experiences not only 
increase children’s abilities and skills, they also strengthen children’s 
relationships with family members.

Resources to Support Learning and Development 
The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ help you work with families to 
support their children’s development and learning at home. This chapter 
describes how to select Mighty Minutes®, Intentional Teaching Experiences, 
Modeled Moments, and children’s books to share; how to introduce each 
type of resource and experience to families; and how to encourage families 
to use these resources independently with their children.  
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Home Visiting Basics
The care and education that young children receive during their first 
5 years of life have a powerful influence on their brain development, 
the way they view the world, how they relate to others, and their 
ability to succeed as learners. As a home visitor, you have a unique 
opportunity to make a difference in the lives of families with young 
children. By working directly with family members, you help them 
understand their child’s development, and you help them build the 
necessary skills to care for and teach their children. You accomplish 
this by building a supportive partnership with each family. 

Technology allows you the wonderful opportunity to become 
acquainted with family members while they are in a relaxed setting 
and then work collaboratively to develop a plan that meets their 
particular needs. Using The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ 
as part of that plan enriches children’s experiences during this key 
period of development and growth; helps create a solid foundation 
for lifelong learning and success; and teaches family members 
important skills for interacting with, caring for, and teaching their 
children. By using Intentional Teaching Experiences or Modeled 
Moment videos to engage in activities with their child, using 
guidance from the Research and Answers videos to enrich the home 
learning experience, or enjoying two-way communication with their 
teacher, families and teachers stay connected with specific home 
learning opportunities and share feedback. The “shared language” 
of The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ can help home visitors 
facilitate content-based communications, so families and teachers 
are communicating about the things that most directly impact 
student success! 

Home Visiting Programs
Home visiting programs support children and families in their 
natural and most comfortable environment: their homes. On 
any given day, a home visitor provides a variety of services, e.g., 
helping family members improve their parenting skills, sharing 
information about child development, and offering specific 
treatment or therapy. Home visiting programs recognize and build 
on the fact that young children’s development is affected by the 
quality of their relationships with their families. The experiences 
children have at home contribute to their development of a sense 
of self, their understanding of the world around them, and their 
ability to communicate. Recognizing that children develop as part 
of a family unit, early childhood programs use home visiting for 
different purposes: for prevention, early intervention, therapeutic 
intervention, or simply as general family support, depending on the 
program and the needs of the families and children. 

Whatever your program’s goals, all home visitors partner with 
families to make positive differences in the lives of their young 
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children. You help families understand child development; develop 
appropriate, supportive parenting strategies; and support their 
child’s growth and learning in important areas.

Your Role as a Home Visitor
As a home visitor, you typically have the privilege of seeing a child 
and his family in their most comfortable setting. Even in a virtual 
environment, your role is to support children’s development and 
learning by building meaningful partnerships with their families. 
To do so, you must get to know the most important people in each 
child’s life. The issues and goals you discuss and agree on will be 
guided by individual families’ beliefs and practices. 

During “home visits,” you can encourage families to use play as a 
way for them to engage with children in ways that promote their 
growth and development. When you talk about play, you talk about 
a subject that families understand. We all remember the fun we 
had playing as children, and we see play as a natural part of being 
a child. Play is fun, but it is also important. In fact, play affects all 
areas of development. It is how children learn about the people and 
the objects around them. 

The purposeful learning experiences demonstrated in the Modeled 
Moments videos, for example, help families play and engage 
intentionally with their children and help them understand what 
their children learn through such joyful interactions. These activities 
and experiences can help families begin to notice more about their 
child, including what she likes, is interested in, and can do. As they 
continue to respond to and interact with their child through play, 
family members begin to see the developmental changes that occur 
and appreciate what makes their child unique. As a result, they 
understand more about child development and their role in their 
own child’s development and learning. 

General Guidelines for Conducting Home Visits
HDistance learning can be challenging for children, families, 
teachers, and caregivers. It is important to acknowledge that asking 
families to join you in a virtual home visit can initially feel awkward. 
Typically, in home visits the home visitor plays with the child or 
models learning experiences, demonstrating how to use the child’s 
cues to scaffold the experience. Teachers and caregivers will still 
be able to model for families, but it will happen through discussions 
with family members, notes that are shared with families, or video 
conferencing messages. 

Home visits, even via video conferencing, can make it easier to get 
to know children and families because families are usually more 
comfortable in their own homes than they are in a school, agency, or 
community setting. Before making a virtual home visit, contact the 
family to let them know that you want to schedule a meeting. This 
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initial contact begins the process of building a relationship with the 
family. In this initial contact, ask when and how the family prefers 
to communicate with you. Which video conferencing programs will 
work best for the family: Zoom, Skype, FaceTime, email, text, etc.?

When you begin the video conference, communicate with the 
intention of getting to know each family and build a relationship with 
them. Their child is your common focus.

Planning Ahead
Decide ahead of time what you want to accomplish during your  
first “home visit.” Is it simply to introduce yourself and meet the 
family, or do you have additional goals? In the beginning, it is 
important to clearly state your own purposes and expectations for 
the meetings and invite the family to state theirs. What you both 
expect to happen as a result of your work together will influence the 
purpose of each “visit.” 

Before the initial meeting, review your administrative paperwork 
or enrollment materials so that you are familiar with the names of 
family members and basic information about them. For ongoing 
meetings, think about whether there is something from a previous 
visit you want to discuss. Is there a topic you did not finish 
discussing or some information you offered to find for the family? 
Your notes from the previous meeting will help you to continue the 
conversation. 

Contacting the Family
Let the family know ahead of time why you are contacting them. 
Explain your roles and responsibilities. Arrange a time that is 
convenient for all parties and when there will be few interruptions. 
Indicate how long the “home visit” is likely to last. Families may be 
anxious or excited about your call. Reassure them and help them 
feel comfortable about your desire to build a strong partnership 
with them. Invite family members to talk about their goals for the 
interactions. Think about how to address as many of their requests 
as possible. Try to be flexible in scheduling your interactions. 
Sometimes changes in the family’s or child’s routine may mean that 
a change is necessary.

Gathering Materials
Gather any materials and information you will need before making 
the video call. An initial meeting may require you to share various 
forms for enrollment purposes. Asking the family to bring their 
calendar to identify dates for future meetings is helpful for every 
meeting. You may also need to share handouts or information on 
a particular topic that the family requested or that you think will 
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be helpful. Be sure to review the most recent observations and 
your notes from the last meeting to see if you talked about any 
experiences you might wish to revisit. 

You will probably need different sets of materials for different 
families, so you will need a system to organize them. Many home 
visitors have a folder (digital or actual) for each family with sections 
for forms, observation notes, and handouts. Materials such as a 
white board, markers, index cards, magazines, children’s books, 
family photos, colorful tape (painter’s tape or Washi tape), balls, 
baby dolls and household collectibles like socks, cotton balls, clean 
empty food containers, and plastic containers are also useful to 
demonstrate various learning experiences. 

During the Visit
During this first phase of “home visiting,” encourage family 
members to talk about their priorities with regard to the child’s 
skills and behavior. This will help you establish rapport and begin to 
build a positive relationship with the family. If their goals or priorities 
seem developmentally unrealistic, you can discuss these issues 
in an open and respectful manner as you share developmental 
information. Asking about what the child is doing and what the 
family does to help her often puts families at ease. As a home 
visitor, you should communicate clearly that families are always the 
decision makers about their child. 

Your first meeting is a good time to describe your role as a  
home visitor. Let families know how you will support them during 
these meetings. Explain that, over the course of your time  
together, you will select activities, games, and experiences from  
The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ resources to discuss 
ways they can use each resource to promote their child’s 
development and learning. 

Resources like children’s books, Intentional Teaching Experiences, 
Mighty Minutes®, and Modeled Moments videos can provide a 
structure for your ongoing visits. They will help you direct your 
attention to what the child is doing and reflect on his development. 
During the meeting, encourage family members to try the games 
and activities you lead and those modeled in the videos throughout 
the day and to notice what happens in different settings and at 
various times of day. You will know that family members’ skills are 
increasing when they tell you about the different activities, what 
they observed, why and how they adapted the activities, and the 
results. This shows their growing confidence in their ability to 
interact with their child and to guide his development and learning. 
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Documenting the Visit and Following Up
In addition to meeting on a consistent basis, you must work with 
the family to identify goals, create a plan for meeting them, and 
describe what is accomplished. It is important to write notes  
about each meeting as soon as possible after the “home visit” has 
ended. Note what you observed about the family and child, what 
you did during the meeting, any family concerns, and reminders for 
the next meeting. 

Reflect on the resources available to help support families to 
address their goals for their child. The Creative Curriculum® Cloud 
features family-friendly versions of Intentional Teaching Experiences 
(called Guided Learning Experiences), family Mighty Minutes®, 
LearningGames®, and Recipe Cards that you may choose to share 
with families. 

You may choose to refer to the ReadyRosie™ landing page for  
extra support to help customize the Modeled Moment activity or 
Extend the Learning and help parents understand why the Modeled 
Moment activity is important. Use the Data Dashboard to gain 
insight on student achievement based on families’ responses and 
feedback. These data will also help you to best reach your families 
by seeing their activity as they use the ReadyRosie™ playlists and 
library of videos. 

These general guidelines will help you gather the information you 
need for your program’s purposes, and families will gain confidence 
in you and look forward to your next meeting. The next two chapters 
in this Guide explain how you can build relationships with families 
during your visits and how you can support families to build positive 
relationships with their children. 
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Building Relationships With Families
High-quality early childhood programs depend on every staff 
member building strong partnerships with families. As a professional 
who provides care and education to children, and works with families, 
your ability to partner meaningfully with families is of the utmost 
importance. Successful partnerships are based on trust, mutual 
respect, and a shared understanding that a child’s development and 
learning is enhanced when all of the adults who care for the child 
work together. 

In building relationships with families, remember that your role 
is to make yourself available to them as a valuable resource with 
firsthand knowledge of their child, offering information so they can 
do even more to support their child at home. While you may be an 
expert on how children typically develop and learn, families are 
the experts on their children. When you have strong relationships 
with families, they are more open to sharing information with you, 
understanding the new information you share with them, and 
using ReadyRosie™ and family-friendly resources in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud to engage their children in meaningful learning 
experiences at home. 

To create effective partnerships with families, consider the  
following strategies:

• Get to know families. Learn about their personalities, interests, 
culture, and life experiences. Respect differences. 

• Focus on the family during your meeting. Talk with them about 
what they want for their child. Recognize their role as teachers 
and experts on their children. 

• Be a good listener. Empathize with families and share your 
related experiences. 

• Ask questions and provide information.
• Observe family members as they play and interact with their 

child during the video call. Comment on specific actions and 
responses that promote development and learning. 

• Use a partnership approach for resolving differences 
constructively. 

Getting to Know Families
As you get to know the most important people in a child’s life, you 
begin building partnerships with each family. Although it might 
take time, becoming familiar with families’ unique characteristics, 
strengths, and values helps you find ways to build the necessary 
trust and mutual respect. Begin by recognizing the many ways 
families differ and the profound influence of the family culture. Each 
family’s way of communicating, playing, and level of involvement 
with their child will be unique. There is no “best” way. 
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Appreciating Family Differences
Every family is different. Many children grow up with one parent, 
with grandparents, or with an aunt or uncle. Other children live 
with two mothers or two fathers. Some children are being raised 
by foster parents. To appreciate differences among the families 
you serve, begin by keeping an open mind about what constitutes a 
family. Remember, to children, their family members are the most 
important people in the world. 

Some family members are easy to get to know. They are open to 
meeting new people and may be eager to communicate with you 
about their child. Others are uneasy and unsure of themselves. 
This may be their first experience with conferencing with teachers 
in their home, and they don’t know what to expect. Some may 
have had a bad experience with a home visitor in the past. Their 
communication styles may be different from yours. For example, 
they may be uncomfortable with direct questions and reluctant 
to answer them. Because the time you have with some families is 
limited, it may take longer to establish trusting relationships. Some 
families may view you as an authority figure and wonder why you 
are asking their advice when you are the expert. Others may be 
embarrassed to have a stranger asking about their lives and wonder 
if you are judging them. Try to understand these differences and not 
to assume that the same approach will work with every family. 

Families bring a wide range of life experiences that shape who they 
are and how they relate to others. The levels of education that family 
members have achieved, socioeconomic status, health problems, 
and length of time in this country also account for differences 
among families. Some are new parents, and some are very young. 
Some have taken on guardianship of grandchildren and are older. 
Others are caring for elderly or ill family members as well as their 
young children. Some are facing challenging circumstances such 
as unemployment, substance abuse, low literacy skills, unstable 
or unsafe housing, depression, or lack of access to a phone or 
transportation. Others are experiencing long separations from loved 
ones who are away for military service or in prison. 

As you think about the families you serve and plan individual “home 
visits”, consider how each of the following factors affects the 
families and children: 

• family composition, including the number and gender of parents, 
guardians, primary caregivers, and other family members 
present in the home 

• number of children, their birth order, and their spacing
• any chronic health problem or disability of a family member
• exposure to violence, abuse, addition, or neglect
• home languages
• type of community in which the family lives
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• kind of work family members do
• age of the family member(s) when the child was born, when the 

child was adopted, or when the child came into the home
• economic status
• living situation, including history
• parent’s (guardian’s or primary caregiver’s) level of education
• parent’s (guardian’s or primary caregiver’s) job history, including 

work-related travel
• special circumstances such as marital separation or divorce, 

absence of a family member for reasons not related to marriage, 
a new sibling, a new living situation, how many different people 
the child is around, and how many places the child moves 
between each day. 

These life experiences will affect how families respond to 
information you share with them and the amount of time they can 
devote to creating and sharing intentional learning experiences with 
their children. Your sensitivity to a family’s particular circumstances 
will affect the way they relate to you. 

Additionally, during this school year, it is particularly important to 
consider how COVID-19 has affected the families you serve. You 
may wonder…

• Are they essential workers, working with the public? Are they 
anxious about staying healthy and keeping their family members 
safe from potential infection?

• Have they lost their jobs due to COVID-19 and are therefore 
experiencing increased stress?

• Have they (or someone in their family) been ill with COVID-19? 
How has this affected the family?

• Has their access to family members or friends been curtailed 
due to social distancing practices? Are they feeling isolated and 
in need of social support? 

• Are they working from home and the sole caregiver for their 
child(ren)? 

All of these scenarios (and more) can be highly stressful. While 
teachers and caregivers may not be in the position to address 
or solve these challenging situations, knowing what the family is 
experiencing can help us offer the type of support they need. It is 
important to talk to families about how they’re feeling to find out 
how to offer appropriate support.  

Be aware and mindful of each child’s circumstances as you begin to 
work with the family. Your home visiting program may have some 
forms to help you learn more about individual families. Talking with 
families and taking notes about what you learn is an important first 
step. Encourage families to communicate with you about anything 
new taking place in their children’s lives. This process will take time 
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as you develop a trusting relationship with the family. Remember 
to honor the confidentiality of the information family members 
share with you. If a family member shares information with you that 
makes you uncomfortable, seek advice from your supervisor or a 
specialist in your program. 

To appreciate how and why families respond as they do, be aware 
of your own personal experiences and how they have influenced 
your thinking and actions. Think about the messages you received 
growing up and the experiences you had in your own family and 
community. 

• How did you become aware of your personal identity, nationality, 
culture, and ethnicity? 

• What early messages did you receive about different groups? 
• How did you define a family when you were growing up? Has your 

definition changed today? 
• What messages did you receive about your family’s 

socioeconomic status? 
• Were girls treated differently from boys in your family? What do 

you think your family’s expectations were for you? 
• How and when were you encouraged to express your ideas and 

feelings? 
• Was it acceptable to be noisy and active in your home, or were 

children expected to be seen and not heard? 
• How was discipline managed? 
• Was independence encouraged? 

Thinking about these considerations will help you know what 
questions to ask each family. Be selective about the kinds of 
questions you ask. You can learn a lot about families simply by 
observing them as they interact with one another. 

As you get to know families, you will find answers to questions 
such as these:

• Who are the people in the child’s immediate family? 
• Who are the decision makers in the family? Are decisions made 

by one person or by several people? 
• Do all family members live in the same household? 
• Who is the primary caregiver of the family’s young children? 
• How does the family balance children’s independence with doing 

things for them? 
• What, when, and how are children fed? 
• How is discipline managed? 
• Do family members have different roles in raising children? 
• Are boys and girls treated differently? 
• Is it acceptable for children to be noisy and get dirty? 
• What kinds of questions are children asked? 
• How do adults respond to children’s questions? 
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• How do people interact with one another? Do they look each 
other in the eye? Are they taught to pause and think carefully 
about a response before giving it? Do they touch each other as 
they communicate? 

• How do families show respect for elders? For children? 

Families as Experts
Families are their child’s first teachers and are intimately involved 
in their child’s growth and development. The family’s interests, 
values, and priorities are reflected in their daily routines and in their 
interactions with their children. As an interested partner, you will want 
to know as much about the family as possible—their views, goals, and 
needs—in order to share the most useful information with them. 

Here are some positive assumptions that can be made about families:

• They are experts on their children. 
• They are the constant in their child’s life. 
• They want to do what is best for their children. 
• They have taught their children most of what the children know. 

As a home visitor, you will exchange information with the family 
about their concerns and discuss supports that can help address 
them. Emphasizing that all children grow through play will help 
everyone focus on the child’s strengths and interests. As families 
learn to use the resources in The Creative Curriculum® and 
ReadyRosie™, they will feel more confident about their involvement 
in their child’s development and learning. 

The activities and strategies that you share with a family depend 
on what the family identifies as their most important goals for their 
child. The most successful supports respond to the priorities that 
the family identifies for their child. You will work together to develop 
and carry out a plan. 

Families are interested in helping their children learn and grow, 
and most family members are comfortable playing with their 
children. Helping them to recognize the different kinds of learning 
opportunities that children experience through play and other 
engaging experiences will empower them as experts and as their 
child’s first and most important teachers. 

When you reach out to families, listen closely to determine what 
kind of support they need and what you can offer:

• Do they just want a few ideas for new experiences for their child?  
• Do they want as many experiences as you can send? 
• Do they need ideas for including their children of different ages at 

home?
• Do they need social–emotional support for their child who is 

missing her friends?
• Are they looking for resources to address specific development 

and learning areas?
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When reaching out to families and sharing suggestions and 
resources, it’s important to offer the level of support each 
family needs. Just as teachers and caregivers individualize 
their interactions for each child depending on their needs, the 
communication and support they offer families should likewise be 
individualized. During this time, the partnership you are developing 
with families will determine how you support families. 

The goal is to find the rhythm for communication and the quantity 
of support that is appropriate for each family. Some families may 
feel overwhelmed by weekly messages, while others may appreciate 
daily touch-bases! Similarly, the quantity and frequency of sending 
suggested activities or resources home should be determined 
by families. Some families may feel guilty for not completing the 
experiences you’ve shared, while others may reach out for even 
more resources to draw from! 

Partnering With Families 
Encourage family members to talk about their priorities with regard 
to their child’s skills and behavior. If their goals or priorities seem 
developmentally unrealistic, you can discuss these issues in an open 
and respectful manner as you share developmental information. 
Asking about what the child is doing and what the family does to help 
her often puts families at ease.

Your first contact is a good time to describe your role as a teacher in 
this distance-learning setting. Explain that, over the course of your 
interactions, you will select activities, games, and experiences from 
the Daily Resources and discuss ways that families can use each 
resource to promote their child’s development and learning.

The resources in The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ can 
provide a structure for your ongoing connections with families. They 
will help you direct family members’ attention to what the child is 
doing and help families share their reflections on his development. 
Encourage family members to use resources like family Mighty 
Minutes®, Guided Learning Experiences, or Modeled Moments from 
ReadyRosie™ throughout the day and notice what happens in different 
settings and at various times of day. 

Effective Communication
Effective, ongoing communication forms the basis of productive 
partnerships. Families love to hear about their child’ development, 
learning, and experiences. As you share information with 
families and listen to their concerns, you build the trust that is 
essential to partnerships. Through shared experience, including 
accessing the ReadyRosie™ data dashboard and using the two-way 
communication feature, you can comment on how the child is doing, 
share information about his development and learning, and discover 
which strategies work best for the family. Give examples of how 
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different learning experiences modeled during the “home visit” and 
in the ReadyRosie™ videos can support their child and invite them 
to share their ideas. These learning experiences provide a basis for 
continuing discussions as they are repeated, varied, tailored, and 
expanded according to the child’s response. 

As you share Modeled Moments with families through ReadyRosie™ 

and continue conducting “home visits,” be willing to ask questions 
as well as share knowledge. Trust is built over time and is based 
on many positive and respectful experiences. By building strong 
partnerships, home visitors help families understand and support 
their child’s development. All children need caring adults in their 
lives who take an active interest in their health, safety, and learning. 
Because each family is unique, you will communicate with each 
family in different ways. 

Asking Questions
As you develop relationships with families, you will find that you 
have much to learn from one another. Families know their children: 
their personalities, how they respond to new experiences, what 
they like to do, and what new skills they are developing. You know 
about typical child development and learning, as well as what you 
have learned about their child through your observations. Families 
are the experts on their children, and your conversations with them 
will help you get to know their child better. Here are a few topics to 
discuss with families: 

• health and growth history; how the child used to be and how she 
is now 

• the child’s relationships with other family members 
• ways the child likes to be held or comforted 
• food the child likes 
• how the child reacts to changes in routines 
• the child’s fears, likes, and dislikes 
• the family’s lifestyle and experiences 
• how the child communicates her feelings, ideas, and needs 

Some of the most important factors in identifying opportunities 
for using The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ resources 
such as family Mighty Minutes®, Guided Learning Experiences, and 
Modeled Moments videos are a child’s interests, preferences, and 
capabilities. Consider asking families some of these open-ended 
questions to help identify a child’s interests and strengths: 

• What would you most like me to know about your child? 
• What makes your child smile and laugh? 
• What are your child’s favorite things to do? 
• What gets and keeps his attention? 
• What gets him to try new things? 
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• Does your child have a favorite toy? What is it? 
• What have you noticed that your child is especially good at doing 

on his own? 
• Do you have any concerns about your child? What are they? 
• What are your hopes and dreams for your child? 

As you learn about a family and share information about their child, 
you build a positive, trusting relationship that helps the family see 
you as a tremendous asset and a partner in their child’s progress. 

Being a Good Listener
Effective communication requires that you not only ask the right 
questions, but also that you listen actively and listen well. In true 
partnerships, each individual is seen to be equally capable of 
expressing his or her ideas about caring for the child. During a home 
visit meeting, you should spend as much time listening and learning 
as you do sharing your thoughts and knowledge. Active listening lets 
the family know that you take their concerns and ideas seriously. 
Use the following strategies to listen actively as families share their 
expertise with you. 

Listen to what the family is saying about their child, including 
information about her accomplishments as well as any concerns 
about her development. Pay attention to their feelings as well as 
their words in order to see things from the family’s perspective, to 
recognize their needs, and to understand what is most important to 
them with regard to their child. 

Focus on the family member as she speaks. Look at the camera 
on your device or computer to maintain “eye contact” and listen 
carefully to what she is saying. Do not get distracted, interrupt, or 
jump to conclusions. Match her style of communication and keep an 
open mind about different perspectives. 

Often, there are delays during video conferencing. Allow a moment 
or two to pass before speaking to avoid accidentally cutting the 
family member off during a conversation. 

Ask questions about what the family member is saying to let 
her know that you are listening. Open-ended questions—to which 
more than one correct answer is possible—encourage families to 
talk more and share their ideas. Use prompts such as, “Tell me more 
about...” and “How did you feel?” and “What happened next?” 

Restate what you hear in your own words to make sure you 
understand what is being said. This also helps you to build a shared 
language with families. If there is uncertainty about what a family 
member is talking about, clarify your understanding while restating 
it in positive terms: “Tell me whether I understand what you are 
saying. I think I heard you say... .” Restating helps you remember the 
conversation so that you can make notes at a later time. 
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Describe feelings to show empathy and to help the family 
member process any strong emotions. This strategy may also 
help families think about their feelings in the future when they are 
responding to a challenging situation with their child. 

Working Through Differences
Despite all the positive steps you take to build a partnership with 
each family, you will likely encounter challenging situations. Even 
in the best of relationships, you will find that misunderstandings, 
disagreements, and conflicts emerge. Some families are struggling 
with difficult situations, and ongoing stress makes it difficult 
for them to be available to their children. Challenging situations 
must be handled carefully and positively in order to maintain a 
partnership. 

Use a partnership approach. If you work with families who 
share your values and beliefs and have similar life experiences 
and personal characteristics, you are more likely to interpret 
what they say and do in the same way they do. If you work with 
families who are very different from you—and if you do not know 
much about their beliefs and practices—miscommunication and 
misunderstandings can easily take place. Understanding and 
respecting practices that are different from your own help you build 
positive relationships with all families. 

You and families will not always agree. There will probably be 
times when you and a family member have different points of view. 
Families who do not understand your point of view or who feel that 
their values and goals for their child are not respected will not be 
comfortable in the partnership. 

This is the important question: “How can we work out our 
differences in a positive way?” Through a combination of 
acceptance, compromise, and sensitivity to the family’s culture and 
beliefs, you can resolve most conflicts. The following steps may be 
helpful in resolving differences constructively. 

Try first to understand the family’s position. Ask open-ended 
questions and listen to learn the family’s concerns. “Tell me a 
little about your concerns for your child. What would you like him 
to learn?” These questions can help you discover the real issues 
behind the family’s requests. More than likely, they want their child 
to behave well and practice self-discipline. 

Validate the family’s concerns and wishes. Restate what you hear 
family members say to be sure you understand and to let them 
know you hear them: “What I’m hearing you say is that you want to 
be sure your child learns how to control himself and how to behave. 
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This is an important goal for us as well. We will spend a lot of time 
building children’s skills in this area.” The family member can then 
confirm or clarify your understanding. 

Together, generate solutions. Once the problem is clarified and 
there is some agreement about goals, you will want to resolve the 
problem in a way that satisfies both you and the family. One way to 
start finding a solution is to ask for their ideas. You may have an idea 
of how to solve the problem, but your goal is to involve the family 
in the problem-solving process. By being willing to share control of 
the process, you send messages that the family’s opinion and ideas 
count and that you are partners in caring for their child. 

Positive working relationships require time and effort, but everyone 
benefits. Families feel more confident about their parenting skills 
and are more likely to freely share the information you need to 
help their children develop and learn. You can see conflicts as 
opportunities to understand a family’s point of view and to find ways 
to partner with the family. The more you know about children and 
families, the better able you will be to determine the best approach 
to resolving conflicts. 

Parenting a child is one of the important jobs in the world, yet there 
is very little training for this critical role. Adults who had caring, 
nurturing experiences when they were children usually have a solid 
foundation for becoming supportive parents. Those who had less 
constructive experiences still want the best for their children and 
are doing what they think is needed. Learn as much as you can 
about the strengths and needs of each family so that you have 
realistic expectations and can individualize your approach to the 
partnership. Your way of working with one family will not necessarily 
be the same as with another.
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Supporting Children’s 
Relationships With Their Families
One of your most important roles as a home visitor is to support the 
relationship between individual families and their children. This involves 
helping families understand child development and their child’s 
temperament, getting to know families well, supporting families to be 
careful observers of their children, and sharing strategies that enable 
families to be responsive to their children during play. The resources 
from The Creative Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ help families 
engage in purposeful play with their children and meet important 
objectives for development and learning. Your direct support of 
children and their families improves children’s skills and abilities while 
strengthening their relationships with their families.

Helping Families Understand  
Child Development
As a home visitor, you are tasked understanding child development 
and explaining it to families within the context of their children. 
While we know that individual children develop in different ways 
and at different rates, development typically follows a predictable 
sequence of milestones. Many factors influence how a child 
develops, including his interests, temperament, and the quantity 
and types of his experiences in and out of the home. 

We can look at child development as being divided into nine broad 
areas: social–emotional, physical, language, cognitive, literacy, 
mathematics, science and technology, social studies, and the arts. 
In reality, development is not so neatly divided; instead, these are 
interrelated and often overlap. Development in one area affects and 
is influenced by development in all other areas.

The following section provides a brief overview of the nine areas of 
development and notes how resources support young children’s 
development and learning in each area.

Social–Emotional Development
Social–emotional development is learning to relate to adults and 
other children in positive and caring ways. It involves the way 
children feel about themselves, their understanding of feelings, their 
ability to regulate emotions and express them appropriately, and 
their capacity for building relationships with others.

When adults are responsive, when they share the pleasures of 
children’s accomplishments and discoveries, and when they create 
an environment in which children can participate actively in daily 
routines and experiences, they show children that they are important, 
interesting, and competent. When children are loved and accepted, 
they feel secure. When children feel safe and secure, they become 
active explorers and learners. Through positive interactions, children 
learn about themselves and how to relate to others.
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The experiences described in the Daily Resources encourage 
children to:

• build trust and feelings of security
• learn that they can make things happen
• build positive relationships with others
• build self-esteem and confidence
• make choices
• learn about their own and others’ families
• define their likes and dislikes
• recognize feelings in themselves and others
• play cooperatively with other children

Social–Emotional Development

Infants (0–12 months)
Enjoy being held and cuddled

Respond to familiar people by smiling, 
cooing, and babbling (you are their 
favorite toy)

Imitate people’s actions

Explore toys by using their senses

Pay attention to sounds and movement

Enjoy playing “peek-a-boo”

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Find new ways to make things happen

Follow simple requests and understand 
more language than they can express

Are increasingly aware of their 
possessions

Become aware of others’ expressions of 
emotions

Enjoy realistic toys, e.g., baby dolls, 
bottles, cradles, telephones

Initiate “peek-a-boo” activities

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Have strong feelings and may use 
actions instead of words to express 
their emotions

Begin to learn about taking turns, but 
should not be expected to share toys 
and materials

Interact with other children for longer 
periods

Engage in simple pretend play

Begin to use caring behaviors to help 
and comfort others

Use toys (e.g., balls, blocks) with other 
people

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Can help make and follow a few simple 
rules

Imitate adult activities

Talk with other children in pairs and  
in groups

Learn to take turns and share

Begin to recognize and understand the 
feelings of others

Enjoy simple pretend play, alone and 
with others

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Can follow simple instructions and 
sustain attention

Can learn to solve problems through 
negotiation and compromise

Have strong emotions and are 
learning to name and express them 
appropriately

Develop friendships and may have a 
best friend

Are learning to play games with rules

Physical Development
Physical development includes gaining control over large and small 
muscles. Large-muscle skills enable a child to roll over, sit, crawl, 
stand, walk, climb, run, ride a trike, and throw a ball. Small-muscle 
skills such as holding, pinching, and flexing fingers eventually enable 
children to do such things as draw, write, eat with utensils, and cut 
with scissors. As their physical abilities grow, children learn to use 
them to make new discoveries.
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Although children typically develop physical skills in a predictable 
sequence, they develop these skills at different rates. Control of 
their bodies develops from head to toe and from the center of their 
bodies out through their arms and legs to their fingers and toes. By 
observing children and sharing information with families, you can 
keep one another up to date about each child’s growing abilities.

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• increase large- and small-muscle control
• move in different ways
• follow directions about how to move
• scribble, draw, make lines, and trace around objects 
• use tools to build, create, draw, and write

Physical Development

Infants (0–12 months)
Gain control of and move their heads 
from side to side

Play with their hands and feet

Reach for, grasp, shake, mouth, and 
explore objects they can hold

Move objects from one hand to the 
other; bang objects together

Roll over

Sit on a blanket, propped at first and 
then without external support

Crawl to explore

Pull themselves to standing and cruise 
holding on to furniture

Roll, hold, and throw balls

Pick up finger foods 

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Pull themselves to standing and cruise 
holding on to furniture

Walk steadily but may prefer to crawl

Use carts, baby carriages, and other 
wheeled toys to support walking

Begin to climb and slide

Move rhythmically to music

Clap

Take objects out and put them back 
in containers; fill a container and then 
dump the objects out

Roll and throw balls

Reach successfully for moving objects, 
e.g., bubbles

Begin to stack objects

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Develop small-muscle skills by turning 
pages, pouring, opening containers, and 
using scissors

Stack and build with blocks

Begin to coordinate eye-and-hand 
movements, e.g., threading beads on 
laces, manipulating snaps and zippers

Walk smoothly, tiptoe, and begin to run

Begin to gain large-muscle skills, e.g., 
throwing, catching, kicking, jumping, 
hopping

Pull and push things, e.g., boxes, doll 
carriages, wheeled toys

Sit on and use their feet to propel riding 
toys

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Walk, run, and turn with coordination

Walk along a line, using arms for 
balance

Climb stairs using alternate feet

Jump with two feet

Hop and balance on one foot

Push and pedal tricycles

Throw, catch, and kick large balls

Use utensils to eat and serve 
themselves

Dress themselves and use large 
fasteners

Coordinate eye-and-hand movements, 
e.g., pour water into a funnel, create a 
tall block structure

Turn pages one at a time

Use tools to draw objects and simple 
shapes 

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Demonstrate basic gross-motor 
skills, e.g., running, jumping, hopping, 
galloping

Pedal, steer, and turn corners on a 
tricycle or other wheeled vehicle

Demonstrate balance while moving

Climb up and down stairs easily

Demonstrate throwing, kicking, and 
catching skills

Use tools for writing and drawing, 
e.g., drawing objects and shapes with 
markers, writing letters and words with 
colored pencils

Fasten clothing 

Build detailed structures with smaller 
materials

Use tools (e.g., scissors) successfully

Complete interlocking puzzles
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Language Development
Language development includes the sharing of ideas and feelings 
with others, as well as listening and speaking. Children develop 
language in many ways: through gestures, facial expressions, 
spoken words, and touch. They develop language in order to 
think, plan, solve problems, and figure out what others think and 
feel. Language becomes the principal tool for establishing and 
maintaining relationships with adults and other children. Developing 
language takes practice. By sharing your pleasure in children’s 
attempts to communicate—rather than correcting their mistakes—

and by talking with them even before they understand what you 
are saying or can respond verbally, you help children build on their 
desire to communicate.

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• engage in back-and-forth conversations
• build expressive and receptive vocabularies
• play word games
• build language skills and language comprehension
• experiment with using different voices and vocal inflections

Language Development

Infants (0–12 months)
Ask for care and attention by crying, 
laughing, and smiling, and through other 
vocalizations

Vocalize to themselves, people, and 
toys

Understand and respond to gestures, 
facial expressions, and changes in vocal 
tone

Understand and respond to their names 
and to very simple, familiar requests

Recognize a familiar voice before the 
person enters the room

Look at favorite toy when family 
member labels and points to it

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Follow simple requests and understand 
more language than they can express

Use gestures and sounds to 
communicate

Wave good-bye

Understand and respond to many 
words, simple directions, and questions

Increase expressive vocabulary 

Name familiar people in their lives

Play games with back-and-forth 
exchanges, e.g., “pat-a-cake,” “peek-a-
boo”

Point to familiar pictures in a book when 
prompted

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Talk in simple sentences that gradually 
increase from two to several words

Increase their ability to listen and to 
speak

Engage in conversation and ask 
questions

Begin to express feelings verbally

Follow simple requests

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Use language to gain information, 
understand concepts, express feelings, 
and make requests

Participate in conversations with adults

Use speech that is easy to understand

Talk in three- to five-word sentences

Follow directions involving two to three 
steps of a familiar task

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Learn most of the rules of grammar 
without direct instruction

Take turns in conversation; listen and 
ask questions

Regulate volume of voice when 
reminded

Describe and talk about how to use 
familiar objects
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Cognitive Development
Cognitive development involves how children think, how they see 
their world, and how they use what they learn. Children learn as they 
move and explore their environments. They learn as they grasp a 
rattle, pound molding dough, ride a bike, and smell grilled cheese 
sandwiches. They learn as they play and live each day with their 
families. As they eat, get dressed, or move a chair across the room, 
children collect information about how things work. As they get older, 
they become curious about what they observe and experience. They 
ask questions, make predictions about what might happen, and test 
their ideas. They recall past experiences and apply what they know 
to new situations in order to understand them. As families notice and 
build on their child’s interests, they promote their child’s ability to learn.

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• search for their own images in mirrors
• sort and match pictures and objects
• compare different items
• make predictions
• categorize objects
• gain strategies for organizing knowledge
• make decisions
• follow directions
• learn to imagine different situations

Cognitive Development

Infants (0–12 months)
Learn about objects by using all of their 
senses

Visually follow and respond to moving 
objects and faces

Notice objects with contrasting colors 
and patterns and those with gentle 
movement and sounds

Watch mirrored images appear and 
disappear

Imitate adult movements and language 
sounds

Enjoy activity boxes

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Make choices between clear 
alternatives

Begin to solve problems

Learn by moving and doing

Concentrate for longer periods of time

Open doors and flip light switches

Enjoy sorting and nesting toys

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Want to do things by themselves

Enjoy sensory toys with various sounds 
and textures

Sort and match objects and pictures by 
size, color, or shape

Experiment to see what will happen as a 
result of their actions

Complete puzzles with a few pieces

Make sounds with musical instruments

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Use all of their senses to explore and 
investigate

Enjoy gathering information about the 
world

Ask why questions

Sort and categorize materials

Become interested in cause and effect 
(what makes things happen)

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Talk about what they are doing and 
explain their ideas

Represent what they learned through 
drawings, constructions, and dramatic play

Ask many questions: What? Why? How?

Make connections between new 
experiences and ideas and what they 
already know

Understand concepts related to 
number, size, weight, color, texture, 
distance, position, and time

Follow two- to three-step directions
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Literacy
Literacy development during the early childhood years includes 
emergent reading and writing behaviors that form the foundation 
for later reading and writing. Children develop these emergent 
literacy behaviors through seeing and recognizing print in their 
homes and in their communities, having books read aloud with 
them, exploring picture books and storybooks, and writing (from 
making scribbles or marks to making controlled scribbles and 
letters). Exploring books and retelling stories as a cozy daily ritual 
encourages children (even the youngest of infants) to enjoy reading 
experiences and promotes their literacy learning.

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• listen, watch, and participate during reading experiences
• retell stories
• create stories
• use crayons, markers, pencils, paper, and other writing tools

Literacy Learning

Infants (0–12 months)
Enjoy listening to simple stories, 
rhymes, and songs

Use their senses to explore books

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Point to familiar pictures in a book

Learn to turn pages

Hold crayons and make marks on paper

Bring books to an adult to explore and 
read with them

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Enjoy books with rhymes and 
predictable words they can anticipate 
and repeat

Tell very simple stories

Begin to make sense of basic time 
concepts, e.g., before and after

Orient a book correctly, i.e., right side 
up; front to back

Recognize familiar books by their covers

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Tell simple stories as they look at 
pictures and books

Pretend to read a familiar book, using 
illustrations as cues

Enjoy a wide variety of books

Learn print concepts such as reading a 
book from front to back and reading a 
page from top to bottom

Fill in missing rhyming words in familiar 
stories, songs, and rhymes when 
prompted

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Retell familiar stories, mastering the 
correct sequencing of events

Understand that printed words convey 
messages

Memorize songs, rhymes, and books 
with repetitive language patterns

Learn time concepts; talk about 
yesterday and tomorrow

Learn print concepts, e.g., that English 
text is written and read from left to right
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Mathematics
Mathematics learning involves noticing similarities and differences, 
organizing information, and understanding quantity, numbers, 
patterns, space, and shapes. When adults encourage children’s 
explorations and manipulations of objects in their environment, they 
are supporting children’s discovery of mathematical relationships.
Children learn and understand the concepts and language of math 
through this firsthand exploration of their world. Adults play a 
significant role in helping children learn mathematics vocabulary, 
concepts, and process skills through everyday experiences. 

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• explore number concepts, e.g., counting, quantity, comparisons, 
number order, numerals

• notice relative sizes and amounts
• recognize repeated patterns in everyday items and experiences
• recognize shapes and positions in space

Mathematics Learning

Infants (0–12 months)
Respond (watch you intently; smile and 
coo) as you count items or use words 
such as more

Place lids on each container they are 
playing with

Reach for more toys or other objects 

Make a sign for “more” after finishing a 
snack

Focus on the color or texture of items

Wave arms in anticipation of receiving 
a bottle

Distinguish between familiar and 
unfamiliar adults

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Stomp around the room singing a 
counting song

Put a cup on each plate or a napkin next 
to each chair at the lunch table

Know whether to go around, in, or 
through a structure to get to an object

Place differently shaped blocks into the 
matching openings in the shape-sorter 
box

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Line up items of different sizes, 
grouping the big items together and the 
little items together

Hold up fingers to indicate age

Separate and group items by color, 
shape, and size

Learn the names of basic shapes, e.g., 
circle, square, triangle

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Demonstrate understanding of the 
concepts of one, two, and more

Follow simple directions related to 
proximity, e.g., beside, between, next to

Identify basic shapes, e.g., circle, 
square, triangle

Compare sizes of similar objects

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Use and respond appropriately to 
positional words

Relate time to daily routines

Measure items using nonstandard 
measuring tools, e.g., a block to 
measure the table, a piece of ribbon to 
measure the rug

Line up items in a color pattern

Count up to 20 and count up to 20 items
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Science and Technology
Science and technology development involves learning about 
living things, the physical properties of materials and objects, and 
Earth’s environment. When adults encourage children’s hand-on 
explorations of the world around them, they help children engage 
in scientific thinking. Children love to explore and investigate. With 
adult support and guidance, children will expand their explorations 
and investigations as they connect new understandings to related 
experiences.

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• observe and explore their immediate environment
• manipulate objects to understand their properties
• react to changes
• show awareness of living things 

Science and Technology Learning

Infants (0–12 months)
Grasp and mouth and shake an offered 
item, e.g., teething ring, rattle

Interact with toys, e.g., bat at a hanging 
toy, pull a string attached to a toy to 
make it come closer, push buttons on 
a pop-up toy, squeeze a toy to make it 
squeak

Discover body parts, e.g., grab their 
feet, play with your hair

Notice various sounds outside (e.g., 
birds chirping, dog barking, cars 
honking) and look in the direction of 
each new sound

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Experiment to see what sounds they 
can make with instruments, e.g., 
xylophone, toy drum, musical bells

Get excited when they see something 
new outside, e.g., a squirrel scampering 
up a tree

Notice moving shadows on the wall, a 
curtain blown by the wind, leaves falling 
on the ground

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Use different toy tools at a toy 
workbench

Mix paint colors to make new colors

Notice the weather outside

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Sort household items

Tilt block ramps to make cars go down 
faster

Collect items outdoors to play with and 
explore, e.g., sticks from the backyard, 
leaves on the ground, rocks from the 
playground, snow

Talk about what they do during the day 
and at night

Experiment with physical items, e.g., 
add water to dirt to make mud 

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Want to help a family member take care 
of a family pet 

Experiment with physical items and 
notice what happens, e.g., paint with 
water on the sidewalk and notice 
that the picture quickly disappears, 
manipulate a prism so colors appear 
on the wall, create shadows using a 
flashlight
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Social Studies
Social studies for young children involves learning about people and 
about the world around them. Young children gain an understanding 
of people through their interest in and awareness of themselves 
and their family members. Preschool children’s interest then 
moves from their families to other people in their community and 
neighborhood. Children’s experiences with their families and in their 
neighborhoods and communities contribute to their understanding 
of social studies concepts and lays the foundation for later social 
studies learning, in which children gain self-awareness, learn about 
people and how they live, explore change related to familiar people 
or places, and gain simple geographic knowledge.

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• identify their unique characteristics as individuals
• become aware of similarities and differences among  

people and families
• explore how people around them live
• observe and measure change in people and places
• notice characteristics of the physical environment

Social Studies Learning

Infants (0–12 months)
Get excited when they see familiar 
people enter the room

Gaze at photos of family members in 
the home

Watch other children with great interest

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Recognize themselves in the mirror 

Act out simple life scenes, e.g., talking 
on a phone, feeding a baby, pushing a 
doll in a carriage

Explore their surroundings by walking, 
climbing, and crawling through spaces 
and structures

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Understand the sequence of their 
family’s daily routines

Show a great deal of interest in young 
babies and what they can and cannot do

Begin to understand words that 
describe position, e.g., next to, on, under

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Pretend to be various people during play 
experiences, e.g., teacher, firefighter, 
doctor

Show an understanding of the rules at 
home, at school, and in other places

Use blocks to build roads and bridges, 
houses, and other structures

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Recognize the outside of their home

Talk about family members and what 
they do

Recognize their own physical 
characteristics
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The Arts
Learning in the arts involves using various materials to create, 
design, express, and explore ideas, concepts, and feelings. When 
adults share children’s joy in mixing paint, molding dough, building 
with blocks, dancing to music, and singing, children learn another 
language to express themselves and learn that their ideas, feelings, 
and self-expression are important.

The experiences described in the resources found in The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ encourage children to:

• explore painting, drawing, sculpting, and other visual arts
• show awareness of and appreciation for the creative expression 

of others 
• dance and move to music
• take an active role in pretend play

Learning in the Arts 

Infants (0–12 months)
Rock back and forth to music

Smile and make noises as an adult sings 
to them

Relax against an adult while listening to 
a lullaby being sung

1-Year-Olds (12–24 months)
Imitate an adult’s dance movements 

Repeat a phrase from a familiar song 

Imitate an adult’s gestures as she sings

2-Year-Olds (24–36 months)
Participate in simple dance routines

Beat a drum, trying to keep time with 
the music

Use different props to enhance pretend 
play, e.g., gets a toy bottle to feed the 
baby doll

3-Year-Olds (36–48 months)
Clap, jump, and stomp feet while 
listening to music

Use scarves and streamers while 
moving to music

Sing and hum parts of a familiar song

4-Year-Olds (48–60 months)
Move quickly and slowly as the tempo of 
a march changes

Enjoy creating dance movements

Experiment with musical instruments to 
make different sounds

As a child develops and grows, you will notice that what she does as 
an infant affects what she does as a toddler, and then as a preschool 
child. Children develop in different ways and at different rates. Some 
children begin to speak before they can walk; others are able to 
speak in complete sentences before they can run. The resources in 
The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ help families understand 
how children typically develop and what to expect as their children 
grow. Understanding their child’s unique pattern of development 
will help them select appropriate experiences from The Creative 
Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ and then set achievable, yet 
challenging, goals for their children.
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Temperament
It is important to help families recognize that every child is unique 
in how he or she interacts with the world and with people. Children 
are born with unique behavioral styles called temperaments. There 
are significant differences in the ways children respond and play. 
For example, some children approach new situations cautiously, 
without a fuss and adapt to new experiences slowly. Some children 
respond cheerfully to new situations, while others withdraw or cry. 
Understanding a child’s temperament means learning about her 
strengths, interests, challenges she enjoys, challenges that frustrate 
her, and ways she is comforted. With this knowledge, caring adults 
can respond in ways that address a child’s needs. Thinking about 
temperament can help families understand how their child is likely 
to behave in certain situations and how she will respond to the 
different learning experiences described in The Creative Curriculum® 
and ReadyRosie™.

There are several aspects of temperament to consider:

Activity level—How active is the child? Does she squirm while 
having her diaper changed? Does she prefer to explore the world by 
watching and listening or crawling and climbing? How long can she 
sit still?

Biological rhythms—How predictable are the child’s sleeping and 
eating habits? Does he wake up, get hungry, and get sleepy at the 
same times each day?

Tendency to approach or withdraw—Does the child respond 
positively to something new or does she pull away from it? When 
something new happens, does she fuss, do nothing, or seem to like 
it? For example, does she reach for a new toy or push it away? Does 
she smile at a new person or move away? Does she readily join in 
group activities?

Adaptability—How does the child react to change? Does he have a 
hard time with changes in routines or with new people? How long 
does it take for him to get used to new foods, new people, and 
other new circumstances? How does he react to a new or stressful 
situation?

Intensity of reactions—How does the child respond to the emotions 
she feels? Does she react loudly and dramatically to even the most 
minor disappointment, or does she become quiet when she is 
upset? How long does it take her to calm herself down?

Sensory threshold—At what point does the child become bothered 
by noise or light, changes in temperature, different tastes, or the 
feel of clothing?
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Distractibility—Is the child readily distracted from a task by things 
going on around her? When eating, does she look in the direction of 
every new sound she hears or movement she sees?

Mood—Does the child have a positive or negative outlook? Is he 
generally in a light-hearted mood, or does he take things very 
seriously?

Persistence—How long does the child stay with a task when it is 
challenging? How does she handle frustration or initial failure on a 
task? How does she react to interruptions or requests to clean up 
when she is playing?

Children are born with different temperaments, and you need to 
respond to each child accordingly. Suitable supports can make a 
difference. An active child can calm down, and an easily distracted 
child can lengthen his attention span. Helping families to take note 
of their child’s temperament in a variety of settings will help them to 
make appropriate decisions.

Understanding how a child is likely to react to the people and events 
in his life can help families respond to their child more effectively. 
A child who has the tendency to withdraw and who does not adapt 
easily to change may need time to adjust to taking part in a Modeled 
Moment, Mighty Minutes®, or LearningGames® activity with family 
members if he is not used to playing with them. A family with a child 
who is extremely persistent and who is not easily distracted may 
need to engage in the activity for longer periods of time or repeat 
the activity several times in a row.

The Importance of Observation
The purpose of observing children and families is to get to know 
them. You observe to find out what is unique and special about 
them as well as to collect information about specific developmental 
objectives and patterns of growth. Supporting families to become 
careful observers of their children helps them learn more about

their children and how to respond to them. Discussing these 
observations helps you build relationships with families, plan your 
visits, select appropriate resources, and determine how to share 
them with families.
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Observing Families and Children
As a home visitor, you have an opportunity to observe children and 
families during their everyday activities. When you watch and listen 
to a child, you learn many things about him that you can then talk 
about with his family:

• his interests
• how he is developing
• the strategies he uses to get what he wants
• skills he needs to practice
• his temperament
• the ways he learns best

Children can be observed at any time or place. Seeing how they 
grow and change during daily routines and activities helps you 
assess their development. Watching a child in new and special 
situations broadens your understanding of the child and how family 
members respond to him. By asking questions and discussing what 
you see and hear the child do and say, you encourage the family 
to look for specific information about their child. As you exchange 
observations with the family, knowing what the child is currently 
doing will help you think about likely next steps and plan together.

Families as Observers
Families observe their children constantly. That’s what makes them 
the experts! Family members watch children from the moment 
they are born, both when the children are asleep and when they’re 
awake. Through this informal observation, they come to know their 
children better than anyone!

Recording observations—including brief, informal notes––is a good 
way to capture the changes that are occurring as a child develops. 
Explain to families that there are many opportunities during the 
day to take note of what their child says and does. Resources in 
The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ help families capture 
observations of their children by offering guidance on what to notice 
as their child plays. Families can also gain valuable information 
about their child’s knowledge, skills, and abilities simply by 
observing what is happening, whether they are directly involved or 
just watching and listening.

When observing, families should take a moment to survey the scene 
and think about what is happening. It is important that they try to be 
objective as they watch their child explore or respond to something 
they do or say. 
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Suggest that they look for these things:

• what the child does
• what the child says
• how the child communicates, e.g., gestures, facial expressions
• how the child responds to what others do and say
• how the child uses toys and other objects and participates in games

As they think about what they see and hear, they can ask 
themselves these questions:

• What is my child able to do?
• Have I noticed the same behavior before?
• Was anything different this time?
• How did I interact with my child?
• What did my child do then?
• Did my child like the experience? How do I know?

By writing observation notes and noticing changes, families can 
see for themselves the progress their child is making and note their 
influence on their child’s development. They can use the information 
they gather to learn more about what the child likes to do and how 
he finds out about the world. When families share this information 
with you, it can give you ideas about resources to offer the child and 
families to support the child’s learning.

Helping Families Respond to Their Observations
As they use the resources in The Creative Curriculum® Cloud and 
ReadyRosie™, families learn a variety of ways to respond to what 
they notice to enhance learning opportunities throughout the day 
and provide intentional learning experiences for their children. As 
a teacher or caregiver supporting families, you continually convey 
to family members that they are the most important people in 
their child’s education. When they pay attention to their child and 
observe her closely, they understand how she is developing and how 
to support her efforts. 

Emphasize that family members are already interacting with their 
children in many ways that promote learning. Point out that when 
they respond positively to children during daily routines such as 
diapering and toileting, eating, cleaning up, taking a bath, getting 
dressed, and going for a walk, families are encouraging children to 
think and to learn. Many of the strategies from the resources in The 
Creative Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ can and should be 
used with their children throughout the day. Suggest that families 
think about ways that they can turn everyday experiences into 
learning opportunities for their children. 
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While diapering and toileting:
• point to the child’s reflection in a mirror
• touch a mobile to make it move or make a noise
• play “peek-a-boo” with a clean diaper
• sing simple songs
• say the child’s name and respond to her vocalizations and words

While eating snacks and meals:
• sit with the child so he knows he has your full attention
• talk about what the child is doing or might be feeling, e.g., “You 

like peaches” or “You kicked your legs”
• recite rhymes and sing
• relax and enjoy being together
• point out smells, colors, and textures
• invite the child to participate before, during, and after eating

While cleaning up:
• describe the steps for cleaning up
• show the child where to put away things he can reach
• encourage him to help clean up
• make a game of cleaning up, e.g., by taking turns or having a race
• provide tools, e.g., sponges, brooms, dusters

While taking a bath:
• talk about the child’s face and other body parts
• make eye contact
• use the child’s name
• squeeze sponges and toys
• sing and recite rhymes
• use cups for pouring
• use washcloths
• draw shapes and letters on the side of the tub with soap
• talk about what happens next

While getting dressed:
• handle the child’s body gently
• let the child hold an article of clothing
• name the pieces of clothing
• give the child acceptable choices
• talk about what you are doing
• provide lots of time to practice
• encourage the child’s efforts to dress herself; step in to minimize 

frustration
• point out letters and symbols on clothing
• ask, “What’s next?”
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While taking a walk:
• point to and name the things you see
• look for house numbers and signs
• emphasize safety rules, such as waiting at street corners for 

traffic to stop
• smell flowers, listen to birds, look for worms
• compare sizes, shapes, and sounds
• sing together

Supporting Relationships and Learning 
Through Play
Play provides abundant opportunities for children to develop and 
learn new skills. As family members interact with their child and 
respond in ways that encourage further exploration and play, their 
relationship with their child grows. When an infant reaches for a 
toy, he is learning to coordinate his movements while his family is 
learning to select toys more purposefully. When a toddler nests 
objects together, he is learning about sequential sizes while his family 
is learning to describe his play. When a preschool child talks about a 
character in a story who helps her learn about empathy, her family is 
learning to ask open-ended questions to encourage her thinking.

Play offers children opportunities to
• make choices
• make decisions
• solve problems
• interact with one another
• interact with adults
• pursue their interests
• experience learning as fun and exciting
• experience themselves as capable, competent, successful 

learners
• build language and literacy skills, discover mathematical 

relationships, explore science and technology concepts, learn 
about social studies, and engage in creative expression

As young children develop trusting relationships with their families, 
caregivers, and teachers, they become more confident about 
exploring and playing. They experiment and are eager to see caring 
adults’ reactions. Games and toys that can be used successfully 
by more than one person teach children about the give and take of 
relationships and how to recognize the needs of others.

Adult–child interactions during play are critical to a child’s growing 
ability to communicate, think, and solve problems. As families 
interact and play with their children throughout the day, think about 
ways to encourage their efforts and how to intervene thoughtfully 
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to support the child’s learning. As families recognize the many skills 
their child develops during play, you can help them understand their 
important role in the child’s development. How they respond to their 
child encourages further learning and development.

We know that children develop through their growing ability to 
initiate, sustain, and advance playful interactions with materials and 
people. When family members respond to their child’s actions, they 
encourage his abilities to initiate, practice, explore, and attend.

Resources offer strategies that families can use to promote 
development and learning through engaging, play-based learning 
experiences.

By explaining the strategies and the purpose of these experiences, 
you help families learn a variety of meaningful ways to interact 
with their child and extend learning. Their responses tell their child 
that play is highly valued, and they encourage longer engagement 
in these intentional experiences. Encourage families to do the 
following while engaging in learning experiences with their child:

Mirror what the child does or says. Families encourage their child 
to do more when they do what the child is doing. If she makes a 
noise, make the same one. Be sure to give her plenty of time to 
start. She will enjoy being the leader of this back-and-forth game. 

• “I’m going to make a snake like yours with the molding dough.”
• “Ba, ba, ba. You said, ‘Ba, ba, ba.’”

Describe what the child is doing. As families observe children 
playing, they show that they are interested when they describe what 
is happening. Talking with children about what they are doing makes 
them more aware of their actions.

• “I noticed that you put all the blue bears in the box.”
• “I see you mixing yellow and blue paint. I wonder what color you 

will make.”
• “You are smiling. Digging in the sand makes you happy.”

Engage children in conversation. This encourages children to put 
their actions and ideas into words. Conversations help children 
clarify for themselves what they are doing and reinforce what they 
are learning. If they have to explain an action, they have to make 
sure that what they are doing makes sense to them.

• “You spent a long time on this building. Tell me about it.”
• “Adding water to the sand really changed the way you can use the 

sand. What did you want to happen when you added the water?”
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Ask open-ended questions. These are questions that can have 
many possible answers and help to extend children’s thinking. 
These questions also encourage conversation.

• “How many ways can you use this?”
• “What will it do?”
• “What do you see? ...feel? ...hear?”
• “How did you decide to do it that way?”

Balance the familiar with the new and interesting. Small changes 
or additions to similiar materials and activities enhance children’s 
experiences and often lead to new discoveries and learning. Leaving 
some parts of a game or some materials the same provides security 
for the child as he tries something new.
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Selecting Daily Resources
When you partner with a family to identify the skills they want to 
work on with their child, you will select an experience from the 
resources in The Creative Curriculum® Cloud or ReadyRosie™  that 
supports their child’s emerging skills and knowledge, you are 
working as a team to enhance the child’s development and learning. 
When you choose an activity that reinforces a skill the child has 
already demonstrated, you are helping him build on what he knows. 
Because family members will be their child’s primary teachers and 
the ones sharing the experience with him at home, it is essential 
that you include them in the process of selecting the experience. If 
you choose an activity that is well beyond the child’s current skills or 
abilities, you risk creating a frustrating and unhappy experience for 
both the family and the child.

Identify knowledge, skills, and abilities. Ask yourself, “What do I 
know about this child’s development and learning?” Determine 
the types of experiences from The Creative Curriculum® Cloud and 
ReadyRosie™ you wish to share. Consider the family’s goals. Is there 
more than one child in the home? Are they hoping to focus on a 
specific objective with the child? Do you want to help the family 
engage their child more fully in a shared reading experience? Has 
the family shared any specific concerns with you that a Mighty 
Minutes®, Modeled Moment, or Guided Learning Experience activity 
would be perfect for?

Select some intentional learning experiences to review and examine 
each of the possibilities you selected. As you review each activity, 
think about whether it fits what the child can do and her interests. 
After reviewing the potential experiences, choose one or two to 
share with the family.

Introducing Resources to Families
Now that you have selected the experiences to share with the family, 
you are ready to think about how you will share them with the family. 
Will you send the family resources through The Creative Curriculum® 
Cloud, links to ReadyRosie™ playlists via email, or videos you record 
of yourself leading the experience? The first step is to review the 
resources you choose carefully, making notes about suggestions to 
share with the family. Is there anything about the experience that 
the family might find particularly interesting or enjoyable? Will the 
family need extra support because they might find something about 
the experience challenging? You may want to record your thoughts 
in your notes.

If this is the first time you are sharing resources from The Creative 
Curriculum® Cloud or ReadyRosie™ videos with the family, talk about 
the activity as something fun that the family can do with their child, 
not as an assigned task to complete. 
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Explain the main idea of the learning experience. Briefly describe 
what you saw the child do or say along with any information you 
learned from the family that influenced your choice. Point out the 
information from the specific resource and relate it to what you 
know about the child.

Describe the different aspects of the experience. Draw the family’s 
attention to the areas of development and learning that the 
experience addresses and explain again why you chose it. Briefly 
review the steps and explain any strategies the family can use to 
promote their child’s learning. Point out the family’s attention to the 
areas of development and learning that the experience addresses 
and explain again why you chose it. Briefly review the steps and 
explain any strategies the family can use to promote their child’s 
learning.

Gather materials needed to demonstrate the activity. Be prepared 
to suggest alternative materials if the family does not have the 
needed materials on hand. 

Invite the family to try the experience and encourage them to repeat it in 
different settings. Offer the family an opportunity to try the experience. 
If a family member is not sure how to take part in the experience, explain 
the steps of the experience, describing what you see.

Talk about what happened. Provide encouragement and draw the 
family’s attention to the child’s actions and responses.

Plan to repeat the experience. Make an informal plan with the family 
about when they might try the experience again during the week. 
Encourage them to share with you their observations about how the 
experience went.

Supporting Families With a Range of Resources
Consider the types of resources families might need in a virtual 
home visiting program and adapt the family-facing resources from 
The Creative Curriculum® Cloud and ReadyRosie™ to help you plan 
and implement meaningful and intentional experiences for all the 
children you serve. 

These resources offer families experiences that require materials 
that are common in homes, can be implemented one-on-one, and 
require little set up or preparation. 

• The Creative Curriculum® Foundation Volumes explain the 
theory and research behind the curriculum, offer guidance for 
partnering with families, and include strategies for providing 
nurturing, language-rich routines and meaningful experiences 
every day. 

– You can share information from the foundation volumes, 
including letters to families, to help family members learn 
more about their child’s development and learning. 
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• Guided Learning Experiences describe playful and engaging 
experiences along with guidance to help families implement the 
activities with their child at home. 

– Share the experience that addresses each child’s individual 
level of learning and development. 

• Mighty Minutes® are short, engaging songs, rhymes, and games 
that help you intentionally nurture language, literacy, math, 
science, social studies, and physical skills during transitions, 
routines and experiences. 

– Share Mighty Minutes® that encourage movement and 
physical development and that support children’s learning 
throughout daily routines. 

• The Children’s Book Collection includes beloved classic tales, 
contemporary works by well-known authors, and original 
nonfiction books available in English and Spanish, designed to 
encourage preschool children’s exploration, interaction, and 
enjoyment.

• Book Discussion Cards™ help you make the most out of read-
aloud time by describing learning opportunities that are linked 
to selected books in the Children’s Book Collection. Intended as 
a quick reference, these cards offer suggestions for introducing 
each book, emphasizing vocabulary, making comments, and 
asking probing questions.

– Demonstrate how to read stories aloud with families. Ask 
families to watch how you pause to ask questions, invite the 
child to share her thoughts and observations, reinforce new 
vocabulary words, and address social–emotional scenarios in 
the story. 

– Record a read-aloud of a favorite story to share with families, 
pausing occasionally to include questions and comments 
from the Book Discussion Cards™. 

• The Creative Curriculum® LearningGames®, a series of award-
winning, research-validated early learning activities, helps 
families engage in meaningful at-home learning that strengthens 
their relationships with their children.

– Share LearningGames® activities that address each family’s 
interests and goals for their child’s learning and development. 

The newest member of the Teaching Strategies family of solutions is 
ReadyRosie™.

• ReadyRosie™ is an early education tool that helps families, 
school, and communities across the nation deepen and scale 
their family engagement efforts. These tools leverage the power 
of video modeling, family workshops, professional development 
opportunities, and mobile technology to build powerful 
partnerships between families and educators, resulting in 
“Ready families, ready educators.”

© 2020 Teaching Strategies, LLC • TeachingStrategies.com

The Creative Curriculum® for Preschool Intentional Teaching Experiences

Questions to Guide  
Your Observations
• Was the child able to answer the riddle 

with the given clues? How many words 
was the child able to rhyme? (15a)

• Did the child interact with you and 
contribute to the group in this game? (3a)

• How long was the child able to attend to 
this experience? (11a)

Materials: chart paper and markers; pictures of 
objects that represent two-phoneme words, e.g., 
shoe, key, etc.; props that rhyme with chosen 
words, e.g., hat, mitten, or book

1.  Invite the children to join you in a game called 
“Rhyming Riddles.” Explain that rhyming words 
sound alike at the end of the word. Offer some 
examples, and invite children to say some rhyming 
words they know. Write the rhyming words on the 
chart paper. 

2.  Explain that a riddle is a word puzzle, or word 
problem, that the children must figure out. Pose a 
riddle that prompts them to supply a rhyming word. 
For example:

“I’m thinking of something you wear on your head 
that rhymes with cat.”

“For lunch we will be having a fruit that rhymes with 
danana.”

3.  Use name riddles to help children transition from 
one activity to the next, such as:

“I’m thinking of someone whose name rhymes with 
skate. Yes, Kate and skate rhyme. Kate, you may 
choose an interest area.”

English-Language Learners
• Offer examples of rhyming words in the 

children’s first languages.

• Give all children time to express 
themselves.

• Provide targeted, follow-up support in a 
small group for English-language learners, 
playing with objects that rhyme.

Including All Children
• Use objects of various sizes and textures.

• Review the names of all of the props 
before you begin to emphasize the sounds 
of the words.

• Partner children with different language 
skills. One child can pull an object out of 
a box and the other can respond with a 
rhyming word. 

• Because this is a listening activity, give 
a child time to move around, e.g. run or 
jump, before you begin the activity. 

LL11
Library

Objective 15
Demonstrates phonological awareness, 
phonics skills, and word recognition
a. Notices and discriminates rhyme

Related Objectives: 2c, 8a, 9a, 11a

Rhyming Riddles

YELLOW When introducing a rhyming riddle, use a prop to prompt her to say the rhyming word.

“I’m thinking of something that you wear on your hands that rhymes with kitten.”

Hold up the mitten to help the child.

GREEN Offer two or three props, e.g., socks, bear, or mitten. Invite the child to solve the rhyming 
riddle with one of the props.

“I’m thinking of something that rhymes with blocks. We wear them on our feet.”
“That’s right. Blocks rhymes with socks.”

GREEN Invite the child to solve the riddle without using props.

“I’m thinking of something that growls and rhymes with chair.” 
“Yes, bear and chair rhyme—they both sound the same at the end.”BLUE

BLUE Help the child decide if two words rhyme by asking him to compare the two words. Present the 
riddle in two parts.

“I’m thinking of something we wear on our hands in winter.”

Write the answers on the chart paper, and read them back.

“Glove and mitten. Okay, the one I’m thinking of rhymes with kitten.”

Record the rhyming word next to its mate. Invite the child to repeat the rhyming words and 
offer a rhyme for the other word. 

“Kitten and mitten rhyme! What about glove? Can you think of something that rhymes with glove?”

PURPLE

PURPLE Once the child has answered the riddle successfully, invite her to think of other words that 
rhyme with those in the riddle.

“What else rhymes with bear? Yes, hair, stare, share, and care. You thought of many words that 
rhyme with bear and chair!”

Display a few of the photo cards. Encourage the child to recognize and blend individual 
phonemes using the picture cards and then identify if the word rhymes with the words in the 
list.

“I see a picture of a /t/ /o/. Can you find the /t/ /o/? Yes, it is toe! Does toe rhyme with any of 
the words on our list?”

Encourage the child to create her own riddles to ask you.

Teaching Sequence

What You Do

 
Mighty Minutes® Poster

201Welcome, Everyone

Objective 2

Establishes and sustains positive relationships

c. Interacts with peers

Related Objectives: 1a, 2a, 3a, 8a, 8b, 11a

What You Do
1. Sing the following to the tune of “The 
Farmer in the Dell.”

We welcome everyone!
Our day has just begun.
We’re glad to see you here today,
prepared to work and play.

I wonder who is here.
Let’s play a little game.
When the ball is passed to you,
[Stand up] and say your name.

2. Pass a ball around the group and 
encourage the children to do an action,  
e.g., stand up, clap, jump, wave, as  
they say their names. 

251Favorite Treats

Objective 20

Uses number concepts and operations

a. Counts

Related Objectives: 8a, 9a, 9b, 15a, 15b, 20b, 20c, 22c

What You Do
1. Recite the following poem.

Salty, spicy, fresh, and sweet.
Crunchy, juicy, yummy treats.
Lots of food that can’t be beat.
Let us name our favorite treats!

2. Write a list of favorite foods the children 
name on a piece of chart paper.

3. Review the list of foods and invite the 
children to vote for other foods they like, 
e.g., “Lamar likes strawberries. Raise your 
hand if you also like strawberries.” 

4. Tally and count the votes for each food 
listed on the chart paper.

253Describing Shapes

Objective 21

Explores and describes spatial relationships and 

shapes

b. Understands shapes

Related Objectives: 8a, 9a, 9b, 11b, 14a, 15c, 20a, 35

What You Do
1. Explain to the children that you will 
draw a shape and they will guess what 
shape it is. 

2. As you draw, describe the 
characteristics of the shape, e.g., “I am 
drawing a shape. It has four straight lines 
that are all the same size.”

3. Invite the children to look at the shape 
and guess what shape it is.

276Robby Robot

Objective 21

Explores and describes spatial relationships and 

shapes

a. Understands spatial relationships

Related Objectives: 1b, 4, 8a, 8b, 15b, 20a, 20c, 35

What You Do
1. Recite the following chant. 

Robby Robot likes to roll.
Can we move where Robby goes?

2. Give instructions that encourage the 
children to move the number of steps and 
in the direction that Robby Robot moves.

Robby Robot rolls [two steps] [right].
Move like Robby!
Robby Robot rolls [three steps] [forward].
Move like Robby!

3. Continue the experience by adding 
different positional words to describe the 
way the children should move. 

 
Mighty Minutes® Poster

203Listen to Letter  
Sounds
Objective 15

Demonstrates phonological awareness, phonics skills, 

and word recognition

b. Notices and discriminates alliteration

Related Objectives: 1b, 8a, 8b, 16b

What You Do
1. Sing the following to the tune of “Mary 
Had a Little Lamb.”

Listen to my letter sound,
letter sound, letter sound.
Listen to my letter sound. 
It sounds like [/p/, /p/, /p/].

If your name starts with this sound,
with this sound, with this sound,
If your name starts with this sound,
it’s time to [go line up].

 
Mighty Minutes® Poster

204How’s the Weather?

Objective 9

Uses language to express thoughts and needs 

a. Uses an expanding expressive vocabulary

Related Objectives: 8a, 9b, 12b, 17b, 27

What You Do
1. Invite the children to look out of the 
window and notice the weather. 

2. Sing the following to the tune of “Oh My 
Darling, Clementine.”

How’s the weather?
How’s the weather?
How’s the weather out today?
Is it sunny, cold, or rainy? 
Can we go outside to play?

Today is [sunny].
Today is [sunny].
It is [sunny] out today.
When the weather here is [sunny].
We [can] go outside to play!

257From Caterpillar to 
Butterfly
Objective 4

Demonstrates traveling skills

Related Objectives: 5, 8a, 8b, 14b, 22c, 36 

What You Do
1. Recite and invite the children to act out 
the following poem.

A butterfly starts as a tiny egg. 
[curl up in a tiny ball]
It hatches into a very hungry caterpillar. 
[push hands into the air]
The caterpillar crawls around to find its 

food. [crawl around]
Now it’s full and must spin its silky 

chrysalis. [turn around]
We must wait and wait and wait until...
[stand tall and balance on one foot]
Out pops the beautiful butterfly that flies 

away. [fly around]

230Syllables on the  
Move!
Objective 15 

Demonstrates phonological awareness, phonics skills, 

and word recognition 

c. Notices and discriminates discrete units of sound

Related Objectives: 8a, 8b, 11a, 20a, 20c, 22c

What You Do
1. Say a word slowly for the children to 
hear, e.g., pizza, elephant, pig, watermelon.

2. Invite children to count the number of 
syllables in the word by doing a movement, 
e.g., clap twice for the word pizza or stomp 
three times for the word elephant. 

3. Encourage children to do different 
movements as they count the syllables in 
different words. 

278Take a Turn

Objective 3

Participates cooperatively and constructively in group 

situations

a. Balances needs and rights of self and others

Related Objectives: 1a, 2c, 7a, 8a, 8b, 21a, 23, 34

What You Do
1. Invite the children to sit in a circle.

2. Pass a ball around as you sing the 
following to the tune of “Here We Go 
’Round the Mulberry Bush.”

This is the way we take a turn, take a 
turn, take a turn.

This is the way we take a turn and pass it 
to the left.

3. As you sing, encourage the children to 
hold the ball and then pass it to the left so 
it continues around the circle.

Qué hacer

El Currículo Creativo™ para educación preescolar Experiencias de enseñanza intencional 
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Preguntas para guiar 
sus observaciones
•	¿Pudo	el	niño	responder	la	adivinanza	con	

las	pistas	ofrecidas?	¿Cuántas	palabras	

pudo	rimar	el	niño?	(15a)

•	 ¿Interactuó	el	niño	con	usted	y	contribuyó	

al	grupo	en	este	juego?	(3a)

•	 ¿Por	cuánto	tiempo	prestó	el	niño	atención	

a	esta	actividad?	(11a)

Materiales: Pliego de papel y marcadores; 
accesorios y tarjetas con ilustraciones cuyos 
nombres rimen, p. ej., gorro, zorro; ropa, sopa; 
Martín, patín; gatos, zapatos; adelante, guante; 
pato, gato

1.  Invite a los niños a jugar con usted “Adivina lo que 

rima”. Explique que el final de las palabras que riman 

suena igual. Ofrezca algunos ejemplos e invite a 

los niños a decir algunas palabras con rima que ya 

sepan. Escríbalas en el pliego de papel.

2.  Explique que una adivinanza es un juego de palabras 

con un problema que los niños deben tratar de 

resolver. Diga una adivinanza en que los niños tengan 

que decir la palabra que rima. Por ejemplo:

“Estoy pensando en algo que nos ponemos en la 
cabeza y que rima con zorro”.

“De almuerzo vamos a tomar algo que rima 
con ropa”.

3.  Use adivinanzas con nombres para ayudar a los niños 

a hacer la transición de una actividad a la siguiente, 

por ejemplo:

“Estoy pensando en alguien con un nombre que rima 
con patín. Sí, Martín y patín riman. Martín, puedes 
elegir un área de interés para jugar”.

Niños que aprenden inglés 
como una nueva lengua
•	Ofrezca	ejemplos	de	palabras	que	riman	

en	las	lenguas	maternas	de	los	niños.

•	Dé	a	todos	los	niños	tiempo	suficiente	para	

expresarse.

•	Ofrezca	apoyo	dirigido	y	de	seguimiento	

en	un	grupo	pequeño	para	los	niños	que	

aprenden	inglés	como	una	nueva	lengua,	

que	incluya	objetos	que	rimen.

Para incluir a todos los niños
•	Use	objetos	de	diferentes	tamaños		

y	texturas.

•	Repasen	los	nombres	de	los	accesorios	

antes	de	comenzar	a	hacer	énfasis	en	los	

sonidos	de	las	palabras.

•	 Forme	parejas	de	niños	que	tengan	

destrezas	diferentes	de	lenguaje.	Uno	

puede	sacar	un	objeto	de	una	caja	y	el	

otro	puede	responder	con	una	palabra	que	

rime.

•	Ya	que	esta	es	una	actividad	para	

escuchar,	dé	a	un	niño	tiempo	para	

moverse,	p.	ej.,	correr,	saltar,	antes	de	

comenzar	la	actividad.

LL11
Biblioteca

Objetivo 15
Demuestra conciencia fonológica, 
destrezas fonéticas y reconocimiento 
de palabras
a.	Nota	y	diferencia	la	rima
Objetivos	relacionados:	2c,	8a,	9a,	11a

Adivinanzas 
con rima

AMARILLO Al presentarle al niño una adivinanza con rima, muestre un accesorio que le ayude a decir la palabra 
que rima.

“Estoy pensando en algo que nos ponemos en los pies y que rima con la palabra gatos”.
Levante los zapatos para ayudar al niño.

VERDE Muestre dos o más accesorios, p. ej., calcetines, un oso o un guante. Invite al niño a resolver la 
adivinanza con uno de los accesorios.

“Estoy pensando en algo que rima con la palabra adelante. Lo usamos en la mano”.
“Correcto. Guante rima con adelante”.

VERDE Invite al niño a resolver la adivinanza sin usar accesorios.

“Estoy pensando en un animal que maúlla y que rima con pato”.
“Sí, gato y pato riman; las dos palabras suenan igual al final”.AZUL

AZUL
Ayude al niño a comparar dos palabras para decidir si riman. Presente la adivinanza en  
dos partes.

“Estoy pensando en algo que usamos en los pies”.
Escriba las respuestas en el pliego de papel y léalas de nuevo.

“Zapatos y botas. Bien, lo que estoy pensando rima con gotas”.
Escriba las palabras que riman una al lado de la otra. Invite al niño a repetir las palabras que riman y a 
ofrecer una rima para la otra palabra.

“¡Gotas y botas riman! ¿Y qué rima con zapatos? ¿Puedes pensar en algo que rime con zapatos?”

MORADO

MORADO Cuando el niño haya logrado responder las adivinanzas, invítelo a pensar en otras palabras que rimen 
con las palabras de la adivinanza.

“¿Qué otras palabras riman con dado? Sí, morado, pesado, candado y cuidado. ¡Pensaste en 
muchas palabras que riman con dado y morado!”

Muestre algunas de las tarjetas con ilustraciones. Anime al niño a reconocer los fonemas individuales 
de cada palabra y a combinarlos pronunciando las palabras en sílabas. Luego, pida al niño que 
identifique otras palabras de la lista que rimen con las palabras de las ilustraciones.

“Veo una ilustración de un pato. ¿Puedes decirme los sonidos de las letras en pato? Así es:  
/p/ + /a/ + /t/+ /o/. Ahora, puedes combinar esos sonidos en sílabas para pronunciar la palabra? 
Muy bien, se pronuncia: pa-to. Ves otra palabra de la lista que rime con pa-to ? Sí,  
ga-to y pa-to riman. Las dos palabras suenan igual al final porque acaban con la misma sílaba".

Anime al niño a crear sus propias adivinanzas para que usted las resuelva.

Secuencia de enseñanza
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 Game 81

Play With Others
Show your child and 

another child how they 

can use a ball to play 

together. 

This gives your child 

a guided experience 

in cooperating with 

another child. 

You’re rolling the 
ball back and forth!

What can you 
make this ball do?

What You Do

The Creative Curriculum® for Preschool Intentional Teaching Experiences
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Questions to Guide  
Your Observations
• Was the child able to grasp and cut with the 

scissors? (7a)

• Did the child follow verbal directions about 

the proper way to use scissors? (8b)

• How long was the child able to attend to 

this experience? (11a)

• In what ways did the child focus on the task 

and persist in efforts to cut on  

the lines? (11b)

Materials: safety scissors that may be used by 
children with either hand; paper; thick, dark marker

1.  Invite the children to join you in the Art area. Show 
them the scissors and paper on the table. Explain 
that they will be using the scissors to cut the paper. 
Demonstrate how to safely hold the scissors and 
paper when cutting. 

“When I cut, I go slowly so that I can make sure all 
of my fingers are out of the way.”

“I always watch what I’m doing. I don’t look away 
from the paper while I cut.”

2.  Give each child a pair of scissors. Help children grip 
the scissors comfortably in whichever hand they 
wish to use. Offer a piece of paper to cut. Invite the 
children to practice for as long as it interests them.

3.  When they are finished, show children where to 
store the scissors. Demonstrate the proper way to 
carry scissors (point down) when moving around 
the room. Explain that the scissors and paper will 
be in the Art area for the children to use during 
choice time.

English-Language Learners
• Address children by name so they know 

they are being asked to participate.

• When English-language learners try to 

participate by saying a single word, respond 

by integrating that word into a short 

conversation.

• Use parallel talk to describe children’s 

actions: “You are cutting in a straight line.”

Including All Children
• Tape one side of the paper to the table for 

the child to keep it from moving.

• Position the child at the table so that the 

wrist and forearm are stabilized.

• Provide a variety of specialty scissors, e.g., 

loop scissors that spring open, push-down 

tabletop scissors, switch-adapted battery-

operated scissors, or a scissor bumper to 

prevent closure.

• Pair children together to use one of these 

specialty scissors. One child can press the 

switch, and the other can move the scissors 

across the paper on the line.

• Draw thick, black straight or curved lines 

for the child to cut.

• Use heavier construction paper for  

cutting activities.

Objective 7 
Demonstrates fine-motor strength  
and coordination
a. Uses fingers and hands

Related Objectives 1b, 8b, 11a, 11b, 33

P08
ArtCutting  

With Scissors

YELLOW Invite the child to make small snips in the paper. Lay the paper on the table with the end 
hanging over the edge and hold it with your hand to keep it from moving.

“I see that you are opening and closing the scissors on the paper. See the cuts you made in  
the paper?”

GREEN Draw thick, straight lines on the paper for the child to cut. Space the lines far apart to allow 
room for error as the child practices cutting. Encourage the child to hold his hand on the paper 
to keep it still.

“Here are a few straight lines for you to cut. You can start cutting at this end and follow the line 
on the paper.”

GREEN Draw simple, curved lines on the paper for the child to cut. Invite the child to first trace the line 
with a finger so that she is familiar with the curve of the line before cutting.

“This line curves, so you will turn your scissors a little bit as you cut.”BLUE

BLUE Invite the child to use one hand to move the paper forward as the other hand uses the scissors. 
Make the curved lines longer on the paper so that the child can practice moving the paper in 
different directions while following the lines.

“You can move the paper as you cut. Now you are only opening and closing the scissors. You can 
move the paper toward the scissors as you cut the long line.”

PURPLE

PURPLE Offer the child complex shapes to cut out, e.g., the shape of a cat or a picture in a magazine.  
Remind the child to move slowly while cutting to improve precision.

“I see that you are moving slowly and carefully as you cut out the picture of a fire truck. You are 
paying close attention to where the lines are.”

Teaching Sequence

Qué hacer

El Currículo Creativo™ para educación preescolar Experiencias de enseñanza intencional
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Materiales: tijeras seguras que se puedan usar con 
cualquier mano, papel, marcador grueso y oscuro

1.	 	Invite	a	los	niños	a	ir	con	usted	al	área	de	arte.	

Muéstreles	las	tijeras	y	el	papel	que	está	sobre	la	

mesa.	Explíqueles	que	van	a	usar	las	tijeras	para	

cortar	el	papel.	Demuéstreles	cómo	sostener	de	

manera	segura	las	tijeras	y	el	papel	al	cortar.	

“Cuando yo corto, lo hago despacio para estar seguro 
de tener los dedos fuera del alcance de las tijeras”.

“Siempre observo lo que estoy haciendo y no alejo la 
vista del papel mientras corto”.

2.	 	Dé	a	cada	niño	un	par	de	tijeras	y	ayúdele	a	

agarrarlas	cómodamente	con	la	mano	que	prefiera.	

Ofrézcale	un	papel	para	cortar.	Permítales	practicar	

mientras	mantengan	el	interés.

3.	 	Cuando	terminen,	muestre	a	los	niños	dónde	guardar	

las	tijeras.	Muéstreles	la	manera	apropiada	de	llevar	

las	tijeras	(con	la	punta	hacia	abajo)	al	moverse	por	

el	salón.	Explique	que	las	tijeras	y	el	papel	estarán	

disponibles	en	el	área	de	arte	para	que	los	usen	

durante	la	hora	de	escoger	actividades.	

Niños	que	aprenden	inglés	como	
una	nueva	lengua
• Diríjase a los niños por su nombre para que 

sepan que se les pide que participen.

• Cuando los niños que están aprendiendo 

inglés como una nueva lengua intenten 

participar diciendo una sola palabra, 

responda integrando esa palabra en una 

conversación corta.

• Describa las acciones de los niños mientras 

las hacen: “Estás cortando en una línea 

recta”.

Para	incluir	a	todos	los	niños
• Pegue un lado del papel a la mesa para 

que no se deslice.

• Coloque a los niños de modo que sus 

muñecas y brazos estén apoyados en la mesa.

• Mantenga tijeras de diferentes tipos, p. ej., 

tijeras que se abren solas, montadas en 

una base para cortar sobre la mesa, que 

funcionan con un interruptor y batería, o 

que tengan protectores de cierre.

• Forme parejas y pida a los niños que se 

turnen para usar las tijeras especiales. 

Uno puede presionar el interruptor y el 

otro puede mover las tijeras para cortar 

siguiendo la línea en el papel.

• Dibuje rayas gruesas, rectas o curvas para 

que los niños las sigan cuando corten.

• Use cartulina de colores para las 

actividades de cortar.

Preguntas	para	guiar		
sus	observaciones
• ¿Pudo sostener el niño las tijeras y cortar 

con ellas? (7a)

• ¿Siguió el niño las instrucciones verbales 

para usar las tijeras de manera apropiada? 

(8b)

• ¿Por cuánto tiempo prestó atención el niño 

a esta actividad? (11a)

• ¿Se concentró el niño en la tarea y fue 

persistente para cortar siguiendo las líneas? 

(11b)

Objetivo	7
Demuestra fortaleza y coordinación  
en su motricidad fina
a. Usa las manos y los dedos
Objetivos relacionados: 1b, 8b, 11a, 11b, 33

P08
ArteCortar  

con tijeras

AMARILLO Invite	al	niño	a	hacer	cortes	pequeños	en	el	papel.	Ponga	el	papel	sobre	la	mesa	con	el	borde	de	

la	hoja	sobresaliendo.	Sosténgalo	con	la	mano	para	que	no	se	mueva.

“Estás abriendo y cerrando las tijeras en el papel. ¿Ves los cortes que hiciste?”

VERDE Dibuje	líneas	rectas	y	gruesas	en	el	papel	para	que	el	niño	lo	corte.	Deje	espacio	entre	las	

líneas,	por	si	se	equivoca	mientras	aprende	a	cortar.	Sugiérale	apoyar	la	mano	sobre	el	papel	

para	mantenerlo	quieto.

“Aquí hay varias líneas rectas para que las sigas al cortar. Puedes empezar a cortar en este 
extremo y seguir la línea en el papel”.

VERDE Dibuje	en	el	papel	líneas	curvas	sencillas	para	que	el	niño	corte.	Sugiérale	que	trace	la	línea	con	

el	dedo	para	que	se	familiarice	con	la	línea	curva	antes	de	cortar.

“Esta línea tiene una curva, así que tú tendrás que hacer girar las tijeras un poco al cortar”.AZUL

AZUL Invite	al	niño	a	usar	una	mano	para	mover	el	papel	hacia	adelante	mientras	corta	con	la	otra	

mano.	Haga	líneas	curvas	más	largas	en	el	papel	para	que	pueda	practicar	moviendo	el	papel	

en	distintas	direcciones	al	seguir	las	líneas.

“Puedes mover el papel al cortar. En este momento solo estás abriendo y cerrando las tijeras. 
Pero también puedes mover el papel hacia las tijeras mientras cortas por la línea larga”.

MORADO

MORADO Ofrezca	al	niño	figuras	complejas	para	que	las	recorte,	p.	ej.,	la	figura	de	un	gato	o	una	illustración	

de	una	revista.	Recuérdele	moverse	lentamente	al	cortar	para	mejorar	la	precisión.

“Te estás moviendo despacio y con cuidado mientras cortas la foto de un camión de bomberos. 
Le estás prestando mucha atención a las líneas”.

Secuencia de enseñanza
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  Game 61

How Does It Feel?

Invite your child to feel a 

few objects and then find 

them by touch when they 

are out of sight. 

Your child will begin to connect 

the words you say with the 

textures he touches.

You found a smooth 
ball in the bag!

Does that sandpaper 
feel scratchy?

What You Do
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The Creative Curriculum® for Preschool Intentional Teaching Experiences

Dinnertime

Materials: paper or plastic dishes, napkins, utensils, 
cups, placemats

1.  Display the dishes, utensils, napkins, and cups. Tell  
the children to pretend they are going to have 
friends to dinner. 

2.  Encourage them to talk about what they might serve  
or whom they might invite. Discuss healthy food 
choices and foods that are eaten only occasionally, 
such as cookies and cake. 

“Yum. Enchiladas and a salad. What vegetables will 
you put in your salad?”

“ You’re serving juicy peaches for dessert. Peaches are 
good for your body.” 

“It is fun to eat cake at a birthday party!”

3.  Demonstrate and describe how to set the table. Use 
positional words, such as beside, above, and on top 
of. 

“I’m putting the fork on top of the napkin.”
“The knife goes beside the plate.”

4.  Ask questions and pose story problems that 
encourage children to count, separate, and combine 
objects.

YELLOW Say, “I have friends coming to dinner, and I need to finish setting the table. Can you help me?” 
Encourage the child to finish setting the table, one item at a time.

“Put a napkin beside each plate.”
“Put a fork on top of each napkin.”

GREEN Encourage the child to count as many as five items on the table.

“I have some friends coming to dinner. How many plates are on the table?”
“ Can you help me put out these forks, please? We’ll need three. How many did I give you?”

GREEN Using up to 10 items, such as plates, invite the child to add or subtract one item and tell how 
many remain by counting the items. 

“There are six plates on the table, and I take away one. How many are left?”
“ One other friend called; he is coming to dinner, too. Now how many plates do we need?”

BLUE

BLUE Invite the child to solve story problems mentally with no more than five items.

“ Two friends are coming to dinner, and three more ask if they may come. How many will be  
at dinner if they all come?”

“ I have four glasses of milk, and I spilled one. How many glasses still have milk in them?”
PURPLE

PURPLE Using up to 10 items, invite the child to add and subtract.

“ Six children are having milk, and three are having hot cocoa. How many drinks are  
there altogether?”

“ There are seven plates on the table, but two friends call to say they can’t come to dinner. How 
many plates will be on the table after I take away two?”

Questions to Guide  
Your Observations 
• How did the child solve the story 

problems? How much assistance did he  
or she need? How many items did the child 
count accurately, pointing to or touching 
each item? (20b)

• How did the child communicate ideas  
and feelings? (9a)

• How long was the child able to attend to 
this experience? (11a)

• Was the child able to combine and separate 
groups of items accurately? (20b)

Additional Ideas
Consider reading a book about a shared 
meal before doing this activity, e.g., Feast 
for 10 by Catherine Falwell, 10 for Dinner 
by Jo Ellen Bogart, Miss Spider’s Tea 
Party by David Kirk, or The Doorbell Rang 
by Pat Hutchins. 

English-Language Learners
• Show pictures or point to objects that 

illustrate or explain unfamiliar words

• Count in children’s first languages.

• Say the names of items, such as napkin, 
plate, or utensils, as you touch them.

• Touch each object as you count it.

Including All Children 
• Use laminated placemats that show the 

shapes of dishes, utensils, etc., so children 
can match and place the objects.

• Pair children with different skill levels to 
work together to set the table for the guests. 

• Offer large play food items, such as pizza, 
bread, and juice boxes, that are easy to 
pick up and hold. Use shoeboxes to store 
food items for counting.

M01
Dramatic Play

Objective 20
Uses number concepts and operations
b. Quantifies

Related Objectives: 9a, 11a, 12a, 14b, 21a, 30

Teaching Sequence

Copyright 2007 Joseph Sparling

Make Undressing Easy

  Game 42

Loosen your child’s shoes, 

unzip his coat, or pull his shirt 

partly over his head so he can 

do the last part of the action.

Your child will have the 

satisfaction of successfully 

completing the job of 

removing clothes.

You’re taking 
off your shoe 
by yourself!

© 2020 Teaching Strategies, LLC • TeachingStrategies.com

Qué hacer

El Currículo Creativo™ para educación preescolar Experiencias de enseñanza intencional

La hora de comer

Materiales: platos de papel o de plástico, 
servilletas, utensilios, vasos, manteles individuales

1.	 	Exhiba	los	platos,	utensilios,	servilletas	y	vasos.	Invite	

a	los	niños	a	imaginarse	que	invitan	a	amigos	a	comer.	

2.	 	Anímelos	a	hablar	de	lo	que	podrían	servir	o	a	quién	

invitarían.	Conversen	acerca	de	opciones	alimenticias	

sanas	y	alimentos	que	se	comen	de	vez	en	cuando,	

como	galletas	y	pasteles.

“ Mmmm... enchiladas y ensalada. ¿Qué vegetales vas a 
poner en tu ensalada?”

“Estás sirviendo unos jugosos duraznos para el postre. 
Los duraznos son nutritivos.”

“¡Es divertido comer pastel en una fiesta de 
cumpleaños!”

3.	 	Demuestre	y	describa	cómo	poner	la	mesa.	Use	

términos	que	describan	la	posición	como	al lado de,	

sobre	y	encima de.

“Estoy poniendo el tenedor encima de la servilleta.”
“El cuchillo va al lado del plato.”

4.	 	Haga	preguntas	y	plantee	problemas	que	animen	a	los	

niños	a	contar,	separar	y	combinar	objetos.

AMARILLO Diga:	“Tengo	varios	amigos	invitados	a	comer	y	necesito	terminar	de	poner	la	mesa.	¿Quién	puede	
ayudarme?.”	Anime	al	niño	a	terminar	de	poner	la	mesa,	colocando	un	objeto	a	la	vez.

“Pon una servilleta al lado de cada plato.”
“Pon un tenedor encima de cada servilleta.”

VERDE Anime	al	niño	a	contar	al	menos	cinco	objetos	en	la	mesa.

“Tengo varios amigos invitados a comer. ¿Cuántos platos hay en la mesa?”
“¿Puedes ayudarme a sacar estos tenedores, por favor? Necesitamos tres. ¿Cuántos te di?”

VERDE Usando	un	máximo	de	10	objetos,	por	ejemplo	platos,	anime	al	niño	a	sumar	o	restar	un	elemento	y	a	
decir	cuántos	quedan	después	de	contar	los	objetos.	

“Hay seis platos en la mesa y quito uno. ¿Cuántos quedan?”
“Otro amigo llamó y también viene a comer. ¿Ahora cuántos platos necesitamos?”AZUL

AZUL
Usando	un	máximo	de	cinco	objetos,	anime	al	niño	a	solucionar	mentalmente	los	problemas.

“ Dos amigos vienen a comer y tres más me preguntaron si podían venir. Si todos vienen, 
¿cuántos vendrán a comer?”

“Tengo cuantro vasos de leche y se me derramó uno. ¿Cuántos vasos contienen leche todavía?”
MORADO

MORADO Usando	un	máximo	de	10	objetos,	anime	al	niño	a	sumar	y	restar.

“ Seis niños están tomando leche y tres están tomando chocolate caliente. ¿Cuántas bebidas hay 
en total?”

“En la mesa hay siete platos, pero dos amigos llamaron para decir que no pueden venir a 
comer. ¿Cuántos platos quedarán en la mesa después de quitar dos?”

Ideas	adicionales

Considere	leer	un	libro	sobre	una	comida	

compartida	antes	de	hacer	esta	actividad,	

p.	ej.,	Fiesta para 10	por	Catherine	Falwell,	

o	Llaman a la puerta	por	Pat	Hutchins.	

Niños	que	aprenden	inglés	como	
una	nueva	lengua	
• Muestre imágenes o señale objetos 

que ilustren o expliquen las palabras 

desconocidas.

• Cuente en la lengua materna del niño.

• Diga los nombres de los objetos, tales como 

servilleta, plato o utensilios, a medida que 

los toca.

• Toque cada objeto a medida que cuenta.

Para	incluir	a	todos	los	niños	
• Use manteles individuales laminados y con 

ilustraciones para que los niños puedan 

emparejar y colocar los objetos.

• Haga que los niños con distintos niveles de 

destreza trabajen en parejas para poner la 

mesa para los invitados. 

• Ofrezca alimentos de juguete grandes 

como frutas, pizza o envases de jugo que 

sean fáciles de agarrar. Use cajas de zapatos 

para almacenar los alimentos que serán 

contados.

Preguntas	para	guiar	
sus	observaciones	
• ¿Cómo el niño resolvió los problemas? 

¿Cuánta ayuda necesitó el niño? ¿Cuántos 

objetos pudo contar el niño con precisión, 

señalando o tocando cada objeto? (20b)

• ¿Cómo comunicó lo que pensaba y sentía el 

niño? (9a)

• ¿Por cuánto tiempo prestó el niño atención a 

esta actividad? (11a)

• ¿Pudo el niño combinar y separar con 

precisión grupos de objetos? (20b)

M01
Juego	dramático

Objetivo	20
Usa conceptos numéricos y operaciones

b. Cuantifica
Objetivos relacionados: 9a, 11a, 12a, 14b, 21a, 30

Secuencia de enseñanza
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Peek-a-Boo Mirror

  Game 23

Encourage your baby to 

remove a cloth from a 

mirror to see what is there.

Your baby will discover 

that he can make things 

happen, like causing his own 

reflection to appear.

Peek-a-boo! 

Look at you!

The Creative Curriculum® for Preschool Intentional Teaching Experiences

© 2020 Teaching Strategies, LLC • TeachingStrategies.com

Questions to Guide  
Your Observations
• How did the child use the scoop to toss and 

catch the beanbag? (6)

• Was the child able to work independently 

and remain in his or her personal space? 

(3a)

Materials: one beanbag per child, scoops for 
catching, large indoor or outdoor space 

Scoops can be purchased from physical education 
supply companies or made from gallon-size plastic 
milk jugs. Cut out the bottom of the jug, hold the 
handle so the open end is facing up, and you have a 
scoop.

1.  Invite the children to join you in a large indoor or 
outdoor space. Ask children to select a beanbag  
and scoop and stand far enough apart that they 
don’t touch each other. Demonstrate how to  
hold the scoop in one hand and the beanbag in the 
other hand. 

2.  Demonstrate the steps of throwing and catching 
the beanbag. To be successful, a child must toss the 
beanbag into the air in front of his body and then 
position the scoop to catch the beanbag.

“Watch how I toss the beanbag straight into  
the air.”

“Remember to watch the beanbag.”
“Move your scoop so that you catch the beanbag in 
the scoop.”

3.  Continue the activity for as long as it interests  
the children. 

4.  Explain that you will keep the beanbags and scoops 
together for them to use during choice time. 

Additional Ideas
Catching skills are difficult for young 
children to master. Most children will  
be at least 5 years old before they are 
ready to throw and catch successfully  
with a partner. A scoop serves as an 
extension of the child’s hand and makes 
it easier to catch.

English-Language Learners
• Watch for nonverbal cues that signal a 

desire to participate, such as gestures, 

body movements, and facial expressions.

• If children are beginning to speak 

in sentences, give them plenty of 

opportunities to talk. Be sure to model the 

correct use of English, but do not correct 

their grammar.

• Use self-talk to describe your actions: “I am 

tossing the beanbag with my left hand and 

I am catching the beanbag with my right 

hand.”

• Repeat key vocabulary using the same 

tense: “You threw the beanbag. Diego threw 

the beanbag. Petra threw the beanbag.”

Including All Children
• Suggest that the child practice placing  

the beanbag in and out of the scoop. 

• Provide a mitt with hook-and-loop 

fasteners on it for catching.

• Use beanbags with various colors, weights, 

and textures or a small beeper ball.

• When mobility devices are needed, have all 

children sit in chairs for this activity.

P06
OutdoorsCatching With  

a Scoop

YELLOW To catch a beanbag, children must first be able to toss it into the air in front of their body. Invite 
the child to practice tossing the beanbag without the scoop.

“Toss the beanbag into the air so it lands in front of your feet.”

GREEN Invite the child to hold the beanbag above the scoop and drop it so the beanbag lands in the 
scoop.

“Can you drop the beanbag into the scoop five times in a row? Let’s count together.”

GREEN Demonstrate the catching sequence. Remind the child to watch the beanbag in the air and hold 
the scoop out so he or she is ready to catch it.

“Toss the beanbag into the air and catch it in the scoop.”
“Use your eyes to follow the beanbag into the scoop. Keep your eyes on the beanbag.”

BLUE

BLUE As the child’s skills develop, challenge her to experiment with different ways to catch the 
beanbag.

“See how high you can toss the beanbag and still catch it. Remember to follow the beanbag  
with your eyes and get the scoop ready.”

“How many times can you catch the beanbag?”
“Toss the beanbag up high and out in front of you so you have to move to catch it.”

PURPLE

PURPLE As the child develops his skills, offer reminders as needed. 

“Get the scoop ready to catch.”
“Keep your eyes on the beanbag.”

Children with advanced skills may be ready to throw and catch with a partner.

“Stand about 6 feet away from your partner and toss the beanbag so your partner can catch  
it in the scoop.”

Teaching Sequence

What You Do

Objective 6 
Demonstrates gross-motor  
manipulative skills

Related Objectives: 3a, 8b, 11a, 11b, 20a, 21a
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Turn and Find

  Game 15

Turn your baby so she will 

need to look behind her 

body to see a toy.

Changing your baby’s 

position so that a toy is 

out of sight encourages 

her to remember the toy 

and move her body to 

find it.

You turned around 
and found it!
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– Visit the FAQ section of the ReadyRosie™ website to review 
“Introducing Your Families to ReadyRosie,” which will offer 
a variety of resources you can share with families like flyers, 
videos, and invitations.

• Modeled Moment video library: A collection of videos of real 
children and families engaging in playful learning experiences, 
called Modeled Moments, at home, in the car, outdoors, and 
in the community demonstrate how families can share simple 
learning experiences with their child in any setting. Videos are 
available in both English and Spanish.

– Share playlists or individual Modeled Moments that address 
the family’s interests, goals, and needs. 

– Encourage families to share their feedback on the videos 
through the ReadyRosie™ program.  

• Give Me Tens: These 10-minute workshops cover a variety 
of topics, including social–emotional development, routines, 
mathematics, literacy, transition to PreK and Kindergarten, and 
summer learning. Each session includes all the materials and 
tools you will need—the PowerPoint slides, facilitator’s guides, 
invitation flyers, handouts, surveys, and more!

– Invite families to a virtual family workshop webinar. Use the 
materials included in ReadyRosie™ to lead families through 
quick, 10-minute workshops on topics like “Health & Well-
Being,” “The Importance of Creating Routines,” and “Summer 
Learning.” 

• Reporting Data: ReadyRosie™ allows teachers and 
administrators to access data about how families are engaging 
with ReadyRosie™. Reports show which videos have been viewed, 
how many families are using ReadyRosie™, and which learning 
and family outcome opportunities have been addressed.

– Review how families are interacting with ReadyRosie™ to 
inform how you work with families. For example, if you 
notice families are seeking out more videos related to 
social–emotional development, this can help you identify 
Daily Resources that will also help support social–emotional 
development.

The experiences and materials that you offer, the partnerships 
you build with families, and the close, loving relationships that you 
maintain with children and families all serve to inspire children’s 
curiosity and their motivation to learn while nurturing their 
development. 

We hope these resources help you feel confident and respected 
as you work with families to support their children to develop 
socially, emotionally, and intellectually, particularly during these 
unprecedented times when families may need flexible resource 
options that fit their lives and needs.
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Following Up With Families
Reach out to the family after they have had some time to try the 
experiences with their child. You may want to ask some of the 
following questions to learn about their experience with their child.

• Did the experience encourage your child to practice a new skill?
• Did your child appear to enjoy the experience? What specifically 

did she do?
• What was your favorite part of the experience?
• Was anything challenging? If so, what?
• Did you change anything about the experience? If so, what?
• Did any other family members take part in the experience?
• Did you try the other ideas offered?
• What concerns did you have about your child’s development 

after the experience?
• What changes did you notice in your child after engaging in the 

experience several times?

You may choose to record your questions for families and write 
down any notes you want to keep about their responses. Offer 
reassurance. It may be helpful to remind families that children 
develop at different rates. Even if their child does not demonstrate a 
new skill while engaging in the experience, he is still learning.

As you follow up with families, discuss other experiences or 
activities that might be a good fit for the child. Together, you and the 
family can look through these experiences and select a few to try 
next. Use this information to plan your next resource to share.

Conclusion
Resources included in The Creative Curriculum® Cloud and 
ReadyRosie™ can help families spend purposeful time playing with 
their children and supporting their children’s development. In your 
work, keep in mind that you are also nurturing the families’ growth 
and development over time. 

Offer reassurance. It may be important to remind families that 
children develop at different rates. Even if their child doesn’t 
demonstrate a new skill while engaging in learning experiences, she 
is still learning. For example, Carla didn’t roll over after playing a 
game from a Guided Learning Experience several times, but she was 
still learning to move in new ways and practicing using the muscles 
she will need when she eventually rolls over.

Acknowledge their commitment. It takes time out of the family’s 
already busy day to lead these learning experiences. It is important 
to acknowledge their effort to play with their child. The experiences 
are designed to be beneficial for children even if families have 
limited time. Through repeated playing and warm interactions with 
their family members, children learn the skills they will need to 
develop and thrive.
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Encourage families to continue playing. Children receive the 
greatest benefit from repeated learning experiences. Families 
should repeat activities even as they add new ones to their 
repertoire. Encourage families to incorporate learning experiences 
into their regular routines and activities, such as feeding, diapering, 
rocking, playing on the floor, going for a walk, playing with siblings, 
playing outdoors, preparing lunch, and getting ready for bed.

We hope this guide has been helpful and that you feel confident 
about supporting children and families during home visits in this 
new distance-learning environment. All of us at Teaching Strategies 
thank you for using The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ in 
your work!

For more information about how we can support your program, 
please visit us online at www.TeachingStrategies.com 
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What Your Child May Be Doing



What Your Child May Be Doing: A Handout for Families
Infants (Birth–12 Months)

Social–Emotional Development
Enjoy being held and cuddled
Respond to familiar people by smiling, cooing, and 
babbling (you are their favorite toy)
Imitate people’s actions
Explore toys by using their senses
Pay attention to sounds and movement
Enjoy playing “peek-a-boo”

Physical Development
Gain control of and move their heads from side to side
Play with their hands and feet
Reach for, grasp, shake, mouth, and explore objects 
they can hold
Move objects from one hand to the other; bang 
objects together
Roll over
Sit on a blanket, propped at first and then without 
external support
Crawl to explore
Pull themselves to standing and cruise holding on to 
furniture
Roll, hold, and throw balls
Pick up finger foods

Language Development 
Ask for care and attention by crying, laughing, and 
smiling, and through other vocalizations
Vocalize to themselves, people, and toys
Understand and respond to gestures, facial 
expressions, and changes in vocal tone
Understand and respond to their names and to very 
simple, familiar requests
Recognize a familiar voice before the person enters 
the room
Look at favorite toy when family member labels and 
points to it

Cognitive Development 
Learn about objects by using all of their senses
Visually follow and respond to moving objects and 
faces
Notice objects with contrasting colors and patterns 
and those with gentle movement and sounds
Watch mirrored images appear and disappear
Imitate adult movements and language sounds
Enjoy activity boxes

Literacy Learning
Enjoy listening to simple stories, rhymes, and songs
Use their senses to explore books

Mathematics Learning
Respond (watch you intently; smile and coo) as you 
count items or use words such as more
Place lids on each container they are playing with
Reach for more toys or other objects 
Make a sign for “more” after finishing a snack
Focus on the color or texture of items
Wave arms in anticipation of receiving a bottle
Distinguish between familiar and unfamiliar adults

Science and Technology Learning
Grasp and mouth and shake an offered item, e.g., 
teething ring, rattle
Interact with toys, e.g., bat at a hanging toy, pull a 
string attached to a toy to make it come closer, push 
buttons on a pop-up toy, squeeze a toy to make it 
squeak
Discover body parts, e.g., grab their feet, play with 
your hair
Notice various sounds outside (e.g., birds chirping, 
dog barking, cars honking) and look in the direction of 
each new sound

Social Studies Learning
Get excited when they see familiar people enter the 
room
Gaze at photos of family members in the home
Watch other children with great interest

Learning in the Arts
Rock back and forth to music
Smile and make noises as an adult sings to them
Relax against an adult while listening to a lullaby being 
sung
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What Your Child May Be Doing: A Handout for Families
1-Year-Olds (12–24 Months)

Social–Emotional Development
Find new ways to make things happen
Follow simple requests and understand more 
language than they can express
Are increasingly aware of their possessions
Become aware of others’ expressions of emotions
Enjoy realistic toys, e.g., baby dolls, bottles, cradles, 
telephones
Initiate “peek-a-boo” activities

Physical Development
Pull themselves to standing and cruise holding on to 
furniture
Walk steadily but may prefer to crawl
Use carts, baby carriages, and other wheeled toys to 
support walking
Begin to climb and slide
Move rhythmically to music
Clap
Take objects out and put them back in containers; fill 
a container and then dump the objects out
Roll and throw balls
Reach successfully for moving objects, e.g., bubbles
Begin to stack objects

Language Development 
Follow simple requests and understand more 
language than they can express
Use gestures and sounds to communicate
Wave good-bye
Understand and respond to many words, simple 
directions, and questions
Increase expressive vocabulary 
Name familiar people in their lives
Play games with back-and-forth exchanges, e.g., “pat-
a-cake,” “peek-a-boo”
Point to familiar pictures in a book when prompted

Cognitive Development 
Make choices between clear alternatives
Begin to solve problems
Learn by moving and doing
Concentrate for longer periods of time
Open doors and flip light switches
Enjoy sorting and nesting toys

Literacy Learning
Point to familiar pictures in a book
Learn to turn pages
Hold crayons and make marks on paper
Bring books to an adult to explore and read with them

Mathematics Learning
Stomp around the room singing a counting song
Put a cup on each plate or a napkin next to each chair 
at the lunch table
Know whether to go around, in, or through a structure 
to get to an object
Place differently shaped blocks into the matching 
openings in the shape-sorter box

Science and Technology Learning
Experiment to see what sounds they can make with 
instruments, e.g., xylophone, toy drum, musical bells
Get excited when they see something new outside, 
e.g., a squirrel scampering up a tree
Notice moving shadows on the wall, a curtain blown 
by the wind, leaves falling on the ground 

Social Studies Learning
Recognize themselves in the mirror 
Act out simple life scenes, e.g., talking on a phone, 
feeding a baby, pushing a doll in a carriage
Explore their surroundings by walking, climbing, and 
crawling through spaces and structures

Learning in the Arts
Imitate an adult’s dance movements 
Repeat a phrase from a familiar song 
Imitate an adult’s gestures as she sings
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What Your Child May Be Doing: A Handout for Families
2-Year-Olds (24–36 Months)

Social–Emotional Development
Have strong feelings and may use actions instead of 
words to express their emotions
Begin to learn about taking turns, but should not be 
expected to share toys and materials
Interact with other children for longer periods
Engage in simple pretend play
Begin to use caring behaviors to help and comfort 
others
Use toys (e.g., balls, blocks) with other people

Physical Development
Develop small-muscle skills by turning pages, 
pouring, opening containers, and using scissors
Stack and build with blocks
Begin to coordinate eye-and-hand movements, e.g., 
threading beads on laces, manipulating snaps and 
zippers
Walk smoothly, tiptoe, and begin to run
Begin to gain large-muscle skills, e.g., throwing, 
catching, kicking, jumping, hopping
Pull and push things, e.g., boxes, doll carriages, 
wheeled toys
Sit on and use their feet to propel riding toys

Language Development 
Talk in simple sentences that gradually increase from 
two to several words
Increase their ability to listen and to speak
Engage in conversation and ask questions
Begin to express feelings verbally
Follow simple requests

Cognitive Development 
Want to do things by themselves
Enjoy sensory toys with various sounds and textures
Sort and match objects and pictures by size, color, or 
shape
Experiment to see what will happen as a result of their 
actions
Complete puzzles with a few pieces
Make sounds with musical instruments

Literacy Learning
Enjoy books with rhymes and predictable words they 
can anticipate and repeat
Tell very simple stories
Begin to make sense of basic time concepts, e.g., 
before and after
Orient a book correctly, i.e., right side up; front to 
back
Recognize familiar books by their covers

Mathematics Learning
Line up items of different sizes, grouping the big items 
together and the little items together
Hold up fingers to indicate age
Separate and group items by color, shape, and size
Learn the names of basic shapes, e.g., circle, square, 
triangle

Science and Technology Learning
Use different toy tools at a toy workbench
Mix paint colors to make new colors
Notice the weather outside

Social Studies Learning
Understand the sequence of their family’s daily 
routines
Show a great deal of interest in young babies and 
what they can and cannot do
Begin to understand words that describe position, 
e.g., next to, on, under

Learning in the Arts
Participate in simple dance routines
Beat a drum, trying to keep time with the music
Use different props to enhance pretend play, e.g., gets 
a toy bottle to feed the baby doll
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What Your Child May Be Doing: A Handout for Families
3-Year-Olds (36–48 Months)

Social–Emotional Development
Can help make and follow a few simple rules
Imitate adult activities
Talk with other children in pairs and in groups
Learn to take turns and share
Begin to recognize and understand the feelings of 
others
Enjoy simple pretend play, alone and with others

Physical Development
Walk, run, and turn with coordination
Walk along a line, using arms for balance
Climb stairs using alternate feet
Jump with two feet
Hop and balance on one foot
Push and pedal tricycles
Throw, catch, and kick large balls
Use utensils to eat and serve themselves
Dress themselves and use large fasteners
Coordinate eye-and-hand movements, e.g., pour 
water into a funnel, create a tall block structure
Turn pages one at a time
Use tools to draw objects and simple shapes

Language Development 
Use language to gain information, understand 
concepts, express feelings, and make requests
Participate in conversations with adults
Use speech that is easy to understand
Talk in three- to five-word sentences
Follow directions involving two to three steps of a 
familiar task

Cognitive Development 
Use all of their senses to explore and investigate
Enjoy gathering information about the world
Ask why questions
Sort and categorize materials
Become interested in cause and effect (what makes 
things happen)

Literacy Learning
Tell simple stories as they look at pictures and books
Pretend to read a familiar book, using illustrations as 
cues
Enjoy a wide variety of books
Learn print concepts such as reading a book from 
front to back and reading a page from top to bottom
Fill in missing rhyming words in familiar stories, 
songs, and rhymes when prompted

Mathematics Learning
Demonstrate understanding of the concepts of one, 
two, and more
Follow simple directions related to proximity, e.g., 
beside, between, next to
Identify basic shapes, e.g., circle, square, triangle
Compare sizes of similar objects

Science and Technology Learning
Sort household items
Tilt block ramps to make cars go down faster
Collect items outdoors to play with and explore, e.g., 
sticks from the backyard, leaves on the ground, rocks 
from the playground, snow
Talk about what they do during the day and at night
Experiment with physical items, e.g., add water to dirt 
to make mud 

Social Studies Learning
Pretend to be various people during play experiences, 
e.g., teacher, firefighter, doctor
Show an understanding of the rules at home, at 
school, and in other places
Use blocks to build roads and bridges, houses, and 
other structures

Learning in the Arts
Clap, jump, and stomp feet while listening to music
Use scarves and streamers while moving to music
Sing and hum parts of a familiar song
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What Your Child May Be Doing: A Handout for Families
4-Year-Olds (48–60 Months)

Social–Emotional Development
Can follow simple instructions and sustain attention
Can learn to solve problems through negotiation and 
compromise
Have strong emotions and are learning to name and 
express them appropriately
Develop friendships and may have a best friend
Are learning to play games with rules

Physical Development
Demonstrate basic gross-motor skills, e.g., running, 
jumping, hopping, galloping
Pedal, steer, and turn corners on a tricycle or other 
wheeled vehicle
Demonstrate balance while moving
Climb up and down stairs easily
Demonstrate throwing, kicking, and catching skills
Use tools for writing and drawing, e.g., drawing 
objects and shapes with markers, writing letters and 
words with colored pencils
Fasten clothing 
Build detailed structures with smaller materials
Use tools (e.g., scissors) successfully
Complete interlocking puzzles

Language Development 
Learn most of the rules of grammar without direct 
instruction
Take turns in conversation; listen and ask questions
Regulate volume of voice when reminded
Describe and talk about how to use familiar objects

Cognitive Development 
Talk about what they are doing and explain their ideas
Represent what they learned through drawings, 
constructions, and dramatic play
Ask many questions: What? Why? How?
Make connections between new experiences and 
ideas and what they already know
Understand concepts related to number, size, weight, 
color, texture, distance, position, and time
Follow two- to three-step directions

Literacy Learning
Retell familiar stories, mastering the correct 
sequencing of events
Understand that printed words convey messages
Memorize songs, rhymes, and books with repetitive 
language patterns
Learn time concepts; talk about yesterday and 
tomorrow
Learn print concepts, e.g., that English text is written 
and read from left to right

Mathematics Learning
Use and respond appropriately to positional words
Relate time to daily routines
Measure items using nonstandard measuring tools, 
e.g., a block to measure the table, a piece of ribbon to 
measure the rug
Line up items in a color pattern
Count up to 20 and count up to 20 items

Science and Technology Learning
Want to help a family member take care of a family 
pet 
Experiment with physical items and notice what 
happens, e.g., paint with water on the sidewalk and 
notice that the picture quickly disappears, manipulate 
a prism so colors appear on the wall, create shadows 
using a flashlight

Social Studies Learning
Recognize the outside of their home
Talk about family members and what they do
Recognize their own physical characteristics

Learning in the Arts
Move quickly and slowly as the tempo of a march 
changes
Enjoy creating dance movements
Experiment with musical instruments to make 
different sounds
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Home Visitors Guide for  
Distance Learning

featuring  
The Creative Curriculum®  

and ReadyRosie®

It is impossible to overstate the importance of consistent, mindful, and responsive care 
and teaching in the lives of young children and their families. The intentional learning 
experiences that families engage in with their children at home play a critical role in 
how children feel about themselves as learners and as competent individuals. Families 
rely on home visitors to treat them with kindness and respect, to help their children 
grow and learn, and to act with their best interests at heart.

The Creative Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ offer research-based, comprehensive, 
and developmentally appropriate curriculum resources that home visitors can use 
with families to support their children’s development and learning at home. Ever 
mindful of the family’s role as a child’s first and most influential teacher, The Creative 
Curriculum® Home Visitor’s Guide for Distance Learning embraces the important role 
that home visitors play in the community, helping them empower families to engage 
their young children in purposeful, play-based activities that build important skills–
even in a virtual setting. 

This Guide explores how the fundamental concepts of The Creative Curriculum® 
approach (developmentally appropriate practice and play- and inquiry-based learning 
to nurture the whole child as lifelong learner) can inform the work of home visitiors. 
It offers specific guidance for using family-friendly resources from The Creative 
Curriculum® and ReadyRosie™ during virtual home visits in ways that promote 
meaningful learning while strengthening family–child relationships. These resources 
help families understand how children develop and learn, interact with their children 
in meaningful ways, and incorporate intentional learning experiences into their daily 
routines and activities at home. 

The Guide explores in detail the following topics: 

• home visiting basics
• building relationships with families 
• strengthening family–child relationships
• helping families teach their children at home
• using resources to engage in engaging and meaningful learning experiences


